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Nuclear waste,gas
tax among topics
in lame-duck session
By WILLIAM KRONHOLM
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON ( AP) — High
among Congress' priorities as it
enters its lame-duck session today
are consideration of an increase in
the federal gasoline tax to create
jobs and a proposal for a permanent disposal site for thousands of
tons of nuclear waste.
Congress fakes a number of
issues after its two-Month election
recess, but the House has put the
controversial nuclear reactor
waste disposal bill at the top of its
calendar for the lame-duck session. Debate on the measure•
began just before the recess.
And before adjourning Dec. 17,
Congress is also expected to wrestle with the gasoline tax proposal,
which calls for a 5-cent-a-gallon
increase to finance a $5.5 billion
highway jobs program.
Other items on the legislative
agenda include:
—Ten appropriations bills needed to run the federal government
for the balance of the fiscal year.
Only three have been signed into
law.
—Legislation to force
automakers to have a fixed
percentage of their cars produced
in the United States.
—A Senate vote to televise their
sessions.
—Action on the administration's
tax and trade assistance package
for Caribbean Basin nations.
—Votes to deny members of
Congress a pay raise of between
$2,426 and $16,648 set to take effect
Dec. 17.
Approval is predicted for the
highway jobs proposal which has
the support of Preside Reagan,
Senate Majority Leader Howard
Baker, R-Tenn., and House
Speaker Thomas P. O'Neill Jr., DMass.
However, sharp disagreement
is expected on defense and other
economic issues likely to be raised. For example, Baker said Sunday he doubts that Reagan's plan
for deploying the MX missile will
get Much action.
And, though both Democrats
and Republicans want to assist the
economy, they have widely different views on how to do it.
The nuclear waste bill has completed a tortuous, two-year route
through four House committees in

making its way to the floor. The
Senate already has approved a bill
on the issue.
Sponsors say that unless the
lame-duck session of Congress
acts on the measure, it will go
back to the starting blocks next
year — and the nation may spend
another two years without a permanent plan for disposing of its
growing stockpile of highly
radioactive nuclear waste.
Rep. Dan Marriott, R-Utah, in
opening debate on the bill, noted
that spent fuel rods from commercial nuclear reactors alone account for 8,000 metric tons of
waste now in temporary storage
at plant sites.
"We need a national waste
repository, and it must be in place
by the turn of the century," he
said.
But 11 national groups, mostly
environmental and anti-nuclear,
called last week for the House to
dump the bill, saying the proposal
is seriously flawed.
"The lame-duck session is not
the time to write national nuclear
waste policy," said Brooks
Yeager of the Sierra Club. "We
see no way to reconcile a defective
House bill with an environmentally disastrous Senate bill and come
out with a safe national nuclear
waste program."
The bill before the House would
establish a procedure and
timetable for picking a permanent
underground disposal site which
would be undisturbed for the hundreds of years needed to render
the it safe.
Opponents say they want to support legislation for permanent
disposal of the wastes, but are
against provisions in the bill for
two types of interim storage of
wastes until a permanent site is
operating.

CHRISTMAS VILLAGE — More than 50 local merchants participated in Christmas Village, sponsored by Beta Sigma Phi. The
village, consisting of merchants' booths which was held Saturday
and Sunday in the West Kentucky Livestock and Exposition Center,

helped kick off the Christmas shopping season. Beta Sigma Phi
members said the turnout was great and the event is being planned
again next year.

Jury selection begins for second Clark trial
By BILL BERGSTROM
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Jury selection began today jp
Frankfort engineer David W.
Clark's second trial on a charge
that he commited perjury before a
special federal grand jury in Lexington.
Clark's attorney, Shelby
Kinkead, said in questioning
jurors that he believed the trial
would boil down to a decision on
whether Clark intentionally misled the federal panel.

Clark is accused of failing to tell
the special grand jury about an oil
investment involving former Gov.
Julian Carroll, former state
Democratic Chairman Howard
"Sonny" Hunt Jr. and Frankfort
Attorney William Curlin Jr
Kinkead, in questioning a juror,
said he expected the question to
be, "Did he intend to give a false
answer or did he simply not
understand the question?"
Federal prosecutor John Fitzgibbons told jurors he anticipated the trial would be finish-

Two soughtfollowing
robbery at Granny's
Two male suspects are being
sought by area officials in connection with an armed robbery on the
premises of Granny's Porch,
North 16th Street, at approximately 2:20 a.m.Sunday.
Murray Police reports, filed by
Officer Gary Overbby, stated that
Johnny E. Rickman, 49, proprietor, closed the restaurant and
exited through the rear door and
got into his truck which was parked near the door. Rickman was
bearing the nightly cash receipts
totalling $1,032.
When Rickman discovered his
truck would not start, he got out of
the vehicle and opened the hood to
check the motor. At this time, two
males, both armed with chrome
automatic pistols and wearing
dark-colored ski masks, approached Rickman from the rear
and ordered him not to move, not
to touch the truck and to put his
hands up. They also told Rickman
that all they wanted was the
money.
One of the subjects held a gun to
Rickman's head while the other
subject took the money pouch and

fled, running in a west direction,
reports said.
The remaining subject instructed Rickman to stay in the
truck and reportedly threatened
his life if he moved. After taking
from Rickman the keys to the
truck and restaurant, the subject
also fled on foot.
Rickman reportedly went to a
nearby apartment and telephoned
the police.
The cash taken from Rickman
was contained in a green Bank of
Murray zippered pouch.
Rain and poor lighting conditions prevented Rickman from
gathering a detailed description of
the suspects, however, he described both of the subjects as 5'11"6'1", 160-175 pounds, wearing
darked colored ski masks and
possibly blue jeans. Rickman said
that he judged them to be white
males.
According to Murray City
Police Detective Charles Peeler.
no arrests have been made, but all
leads are under a continuing investigation.

ed sometime this week. '`!"Presiding U.S. District Judge
Bernard T. Moynahan Jr. told prospective jurors, however, that he
expected the proceedings to last a
week to 10 days,and asked if being
sequestered would pose any hardship.
Jury selection followed a 30
minute conference between
Moynahan and attorneys at the
bench.
Carroll has been subpoenaed to
testify at the second trial, but it
was not known early today if he
would testify.
Carroll invoked Fifth Amendment rights against selfincrimination and declined to
testify during Clark's first trial in
June. That refusal triggered much
publicity and was a factor cited
when Moynahan set aside Clark's
initial conviction.
Clark's lawyers had sought an
order barring- zhe prosecution
from calling the former governor
as well as Hunt, who was not called to testify at Clark's first trial.
Moynahan overruled the motion
last Monday.
Clark, 49, is vice president of
Hurst Rosche Engineers Inc.,
which received $8.5 million in nonbid state engineering contracts
during the 1974-79 Carroll administration.

Basset case to be
heard Tuesday
Calloway County Circuit Court
will be in session Tuesday hearing
the case of Commonwealth of Kentucky vs. Greg Basset.
Basset, 30, Jacksonville, Fla., is
charged with the June 11 murder
of Mark Oliver Egstrom of
Calloway County.
Other cases to be heard in court
are being scheduled for later this
week.

Activities to give Kentucky women
'pat on the back,' celebrations set

SAY Litmair. — The Marray-Careway Coady Jaycees
distributed 16,000 pounds of commodity cheese to 1,460 load bindles
Saturday. Cheese was distributed according to family AR and income. It was one of several commodity cheese distrIhntions the
Jaycees have held this year. The cheese was given to the local
organization by the Kentucky Department of Agriculture and serves
as a Jtycee community service project

FRANKFORT,Ky.(AP — Kentucky women will
receive a "pat on the back" this week during activities in at least two Kentucky cities.
Jessica Schikler, executive director of the Kentucky Commission on Women, saida luncheon will
be held in Lexington and a reception in Louisville on
Wednesday as part of "Kentucky Women Excel"
week.
Ms. Schikler said the commission is urging other
communities to plan celebrations to honor Kentucky women.
She wild the activities, which are being coordinated by the commission, are designed to
recognize that all Kentucky women have made
valuable contributions to their communities, their
professions, their families and themselves during
this year.
"There twill be no speeches or business during
these activities," Ms. Schikler said. "We see ther

as a time to pat women on dolt back for a lob well
done."
The Lexington luncheon will be held in conjunction with the opening of the new Radieson Plaza
Hotel and will feature tours of the new facility at the
corner of Vine and Broadway.
Jeanne Da wahare, who is coordinating the luncheon,said more than 400 people are expected to attend the $12.50 per person affair, which will begin at
11:30a.m.
Wednesday evening in Louisville, the commission
and the Louisville Women's Connection will Met
"Kentucky Women Excelebration" from 5:30 to
7:30 p.m. at the Louisville YWCA ballroom.
The wine and cheese reception will cost 13.50 and
will feature arts, crafts and musk by women. It will
also feature the first Kentucky showing of the film
"Coal Mining Women," which was produced and
made by Kentucky women through Appalshop in
Whitesburg.

Clark, who lives in Frankfort, is
charged with lying in July 1479 to
a special federal grand jury
which, according to earlier
testimony, was investigating Hunt
and Carroll
The indictment charges that
Clark's reply was false because
Clark. Hunt and Curtin had invested $120.000 in an Oklahoma
oil-drilling venture during the
previous three mcriths.

FIRST RUNNER-UP
Tammy Melendeo, a 22-year-old senior
at Murray State University, was
first runner-up in the 1903 Kentucky National Miss Beauty
Pageant Saturday in Bowling
Green
Melendez, from
Muhienberg County, is majoring
in radio-television and speech and
theatre

mostly sunny
Today mostly sunny Highs in
the mid to upper 50, Southwest
winds 5 to lOmpti Tonight partly cloudy with lows in the low
40s. Light winds. Tuesday partly sunny and mild. Highs in the
low 60a. Southwest winds 5 to 15
mph.
Wednesday through F nda y
Mostly fair and unseasonably
warm. Highs will be in the 60s
and lows in the 4Cis
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Stock market
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Changes in •
personnel
mistake-plague
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — To
some of Kentucky's 31,000 state
employees, personnel changes in
Gov. John Y. Brown Jr.'s administration have been a mistakeplagued effort to do too much in
too little time.
To members of the Governor's
Executive Management Commission, who studied personnel
policies in 1980, they are an effort
to improve a system that was
cumbersome and susceptible to
abuse.
One member of the commission's personnel team said he did
not envision such quick action on
the new employee classifications
and pay grades already adopted
and the pay-for-performance
system slated to start in January.
But all three said in recent interviews that they doubted delays
would cut the volume of employee
complaints and appeals.
Personnel officials are wading
through appeals from about 7,000
employees protesting their
classifications or pay grades
under the new system, and some
employees have appealed to the
state Personnel Board and filed
lawsuits challenging the system.
Improved communication with
employees may be the key to acceptance of the programs, the
commission members suggested,
though one said he was disillusioned about trying to apply business
practices to government at all.
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Gray's polled hereford
brings record price
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Charles H. Gray & Son of R. 6 recently gained national prominence as a breeder of polled herefords as one of its prize cows was

,;86
014
64C

apsw,r.
WORLD RECORD HOLDER — CHG Miss Kay 5M, a female polled hereford born and raised on the
Calloway County farm of Charles H. Gray & Son, Rt. 6, ream* won reserve Grand National Champion and
commanded a world record 00,000 price tag for half-interest. Gray is pictured sixthfrom the left.
American Polled Hereford Association photo

named reserve Grand National Champion female and brought a
world record price.
CRC Miss Kay 5M — born and raised on Gray's farm — was the
first female through the ring at the National Polled Hereford Convention, American Royal Livestock Show Nov.9 in Kansas City, Mo. And
her pricetag set the pace for the auction that day, as Pharris
Hereford Farms, Hillsboro, Texas, bought Gray's half-interest in
Miss Kay for $50,000.
The only other female polled hereford to equal this mark was the
Grand National Champion of 1900, Miss Magnum, owned by
Michigan State University. But since Miss Kay was reserve champ,
her sale stands as a world record.
Gray retained the champion's two-week-old calf — named Kay One
— while the other half of Miss Kay is still owned by the Split Butte
Ranch, Rupert, Idaho. The sale drew buyers from 20 states and
Canada and the average sale price for polled herefords was $9,819.
Gray's accomplishment comes just four years after he started
breeding polled herefords. He currently has 22 herefords on his 120acre farm, and he also is owner of Gray's Feeder Pigs, a brokerage
firm. Helping with each business is Gray's wife, Shiela. The couple
has two children, Patrick,8, and Heather,5.
Gray graduated from the University of Kentucky in 1957 with a
degree in animal industry.

Recovery crews search for bodies ofthree victims
TULLA.HOMA, Tenn. (AP) —
Recovery crews were pumping
thousands of gallons of water out
of an MX rocket test shaft today to
uncover the bodies of three of the
four men who died in an "instantaneous" flash fire, an Air Force
spokesman said
The remains of the fourth victim
were removed Sunday from the
250-foot concrete shaft by crews
wearing oxygen packs, said Sgt.
John Blackburn.
The four men were killed and 16
others were injured Saturday
evening as civilian contractors

City Council
to meet Tuesday
The Murray City Council will
meet at 7:30 p.m. Tuesday to act
on a recommendation for appointment of a council representative
to the Murray-Calloway County
Park.11tpi,ird.
council, held in city Hall,
meetings are open to the public.

tried to remove debris and solid
Johnson said. "There wouldn't be
Fourteen of the civilian public Wednesday.
fuel left in the shaft by a seCond- any way they could have survived employees
injured Saturday were
Officials did not know for sure
stage MX missile engine that ex- that flash. It went off like a released
after treatment at a whether Saturday's fire consumed
ploded during testing Nov. 17.
sparkler with tremendous heat center infirmary.
all of the solid fuel left from the
The sudden fire at the Arnold
and energy."
Two others, fireman David Har- accident, but the test shaft was
Engineering Development Center
Aerojet identified its dead
mon and security officer Luther considered at "a very low danger
facility may have been ignited by
employees as Dona J. Roy Jr., 57, Cross, both employed by Pan Am level" when pumping began,
the volatile fuel, Blackburn said.
a rocket test technician from Fair World Services, which provides Blackburn said.
Nine feet, or about 750,000
Oaks, Calif.; Murray L. Tauscher, security and food at the center,
gallons, of water that helped put 49, a senior test engineer of were overcome
Arnold, a 41,000-acre site abo;At
by fumes from the
out Saturday's fire covered the
60 miles southeast of Nashville, is
Roseville, Calif., and Arthur Tot- blaze.
floor of the shaft when the pumpten, 48, a rocket test technician of
Harmon was released following the largest propulsion and
ing began shortly after midnight, Citrus Heights, Calif., all treatment
at Harton Memorial aerodynamics testing center in
Blackburn said. The water conSacramento suburbs.
Hospital in Tullahoma; Cross was the nation.
cealed the bodies of three
Sipe, about 50, of Manchester, in stable condition early today.
The fire occurred in a concrete
employees of Aerojet Strategic
Tenn., was an employee of SverThe Nov. 17 accident which shaft known as the J-4 test cell,
Propulsion Co., a defense contracdrup Technology Inc. of destroyed the MX missile engine where the four-stage
MX missile
tor based in Sacramento,Calif.
Tullahoma.
caused no injuries. It was made has been tested.
The body of John P. Sipe was
found higher up the shaft, which is
THESE MARKET REPORTS ARE SPONSORED BY
a steel-reinforced, underground
concrete test facility, Blackburn
said.
Sipe had been working about 70
KLINT KELL
- MAYFIELD, KY
247-0673 or 1-800-592-3488
feet above the floor when the fire
broke out about 6 p.m. Saturday,
said Brig. Gen. Kenneth R. ,
LQUISV1LLE.K Y, (AP) (USDA I —
Feeder steers medium frame 1 30042hrli/otlk-commander of Arnold.._. 2..
Estimated receipts dettle—ent coshes 4111 tbs 58 75-60 75. 400-500 lbo 2960-'
"It was an instantaneous flash
2,700: slaughter steers and heifers 1 00- 63.25 , 500-600 lbs 59 00-62.50: 600-775
lbs
1,50 higher, slaughter cows and bulls 58.00-61 00; medium frame 2 300-500 lbs
with tremendous heat
mostly steady;

BENSON & HEDGES
Yntlealebir
,hek/xek7iltfi7,44

HEINOLD COMMODITIES,INC.
Livestock market

ose•Itr

limited calves and
vealers steady to firm; feeders opening
steady.
Slaughter steers choice 2-4 e50-I.250
lbs 5625-5625; good and choice 2-3 1.1401,560 lbs 566056.00. good 1-2 1,000-1,390
lbs 49.24-52.25: standard and good 1-2
1300-1.335 lbs including dairybreds
44.60-49.00
Slaughter heifer choice 2-4 822-1,095
lbs 5625-56 10. Choice 4-5 1,025-1,100 'be
52.50-54.00, mixed good and choice 816
1,200 lbs 54.00-55.30; good 1-2800-925 lbs
Including dairybreds 51.0043.25. commercial cows 3-5 36.00-31.217 utility 1-3
33.0048.75; high dressing 39.00-41.00.
cutter 1-2 31.25-37.80: canner and cutter
under 11001bs 25.00-30.00, slaughter bulls
grade 1-2 1,6601,925 Ms 44.75-50.25:
grade 31.395-0,690 toe 40.00-45.50; couple choice and prime 205-220 lb vealers
6360-7550, choice 300-450 lb calves
45.09-52.00

52.00-59.00 500-725 lbs 52.00-59.03: large
frame 2 mostly Holsteins 660-730 lbs
4200-6000; 850-925 Ws 41.50-44.00. 1.0201,090 lbs 44.00: medium frame 1-2 bull
calves 400400 Ibis 48.50-55 CIO: 606-715 lbs
40.00.411.50.
Heifers medium frame 1 300-400 lbs
47.5051.50: 400500 lbs mostly 400056.00; small lot 57.50; 506700 lbs 19 0354.75; 735-780 lbs 46.50-50.60, medium
frame 2 300-500 lbs 42.00-48.00: 500485
!be 4200-4900
Hogs 800; Barrows and gilts 50-75
higher: 1-2 210-240 lbs 55.70-55.90 240260 CM 55.25-55.60, 230-230 lbs 55.2555.60 2-3 240-265 lbe 54.70-55.25; 3255-315
lbs 53.45-53.75; sows poorly tested last
week: 1-2360-350 lbs 47.00-48.00: 350-400
lbs 48.0049.60; 4430450 lbs 49.00-40.00,
450-650 Ibis 49.75-50.95: 3 400450 lbs 45.0046.00: boars over 300 Its 41.00-44.00.
Sheep untested early.

Hog_
market

Federal-State Market News Service Mooday, November 29, 1902
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 6 Buying Stations
Receipts Act. Wednesday Thar Friday
1,646 Est. 700 Barrows It Gilts compared to
last Wednesday .75-1 higher Sows 1-2 higher
US 1-2110440 lbs
154.5045.00
US 2311418 lha
88350-5450
USISM lbs.
154.08-54.50
US545115471 Rat
00300-54.60
Sows
'
US 1-126411111ba,
*4225.4350
US 14X1141111G
443 00-44.50
US I-IMMO b.
844.5046.00
US 1411111111110.
8.46 OS-48 50
US 24MISR&
142 00-43 00
B01111 37-31
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A little help?
The Reagan administration is being properly
discreet about whether the CIA is supplying arms to
Afghanistan's freedom fighters and, if so, how
many weapons are getting through to the guerrillas.
But it is widely assumed in Washington that the
Carter administration directed the CIA to help provide arms for the Afghan resistance following the
Soviet invasion of Afghanistan in December 1979. It
is also widely assumed that the Reagan administration elected to continue, and perhaps increase, this
program of covert assistance.
Nevertheless, we continue to hear disquieting
reports that very little in the way of modern
weapons, ammunition, medical supplies, and other
military necessities are reaching the Afghan guerrillas. Western journalists who have slipped into the
country with Afghan resistance groups report that
the guerrillas remain pitifully short cot arms and
ammunition.
In particular, they lack sufficient quantities of
anti-tank rockets and hand-held surface-to-air
missiles needed to counter Soviet armor and
helicopter gunships.
The guerrillas appear to be receiving a trickle of
weapons provided by China and smuggled through
Pakistan to the Afghan border. Smaller quantities
of arms and equipment may be coming from Saudi
Arabia and other Islamic states.
But a guerrilla movement that had managed to
deny the Soviets control of most of Afghanistan outside the major cities is being effectively denied the
chance for even greater gains by acute shortages of
arms and equipment.
Given the circumstances, we do not expect progress reports from the Reagan administration on
its effort to help a courageous Afghan resistance
movement defend its country against more than
100,000 Soviet troops. What would be gratifying is
some evidence that those willing to die to liberate
their nation from Soviet occupation can at least
count on the United States to provide the necessary
arms and ammunition.

Tax collection numbers disappoint analysts
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — The
latest statistics on tax collections apparently reinforce the state's earlier
assumption that the bottom may not
have been reached in the economic
slide.
"The lingering recession continued
to depress Kentucky tax collections,"
the Finance and Revenue cabinets
said in a statement.
For example, last month's receipts
from the sales and use tax reached
$57.7 million or one-half percent
below October 1981.
That tax provides the state with its
largest revenue source and long has
been regarded as one of the most accurate barometers of fiscal stability.
For the first four months of this
fiscal year, which includes last

month,sales tax receipts have disappointed administration analysts.
It led the administration recently
to announce that agencies will have
to trim their payrolls an average of 3
percent to avert a potential deficit in
the budget.
The decline in sales tax receipts is
due partly to a change in Kentucky's
law under which that tax no longer is
imposedon package liquors.
Instead, there are three new
wholesale levies of 9 percent on
alcoholic beverages, and they produced $2.7 million last month.
For the first four fiscal months,the
sales tax has taken in $239.6 million
or 5.1 percent above the corresponding year, a sluggish increase, according to fiscal officials.

thgre!...that
looks deep

•4 million in the first four months, a
12.7 percent decline from the 1181
level.
On the surface, personal income
tax collections of 961 3 minim so far
are yielding a rosy 25 percent more
than last year, but the Revenue and
The coal severance tax, upon
Finance cabinets said this is largely
which the state has increasuigly
due to a shuffle in timing of collecrelied in the past few years. fell to
tions and not a burst in payroll activi$17.1 million last month or 23 3 perty
cent below October 1961, and the
The Transportation Fund. which
four-month total of $70.5 million is 12
finances road construction and
percent below last year.
maintenance, seems to be doing as
poorly as expected
5
The state already has cut by
Although collections so far this
percent its estimate of how much the
year
have reached 6213 million or 3 7
severance tax will produce in taxes
percent above the corresponding
this fiscal year.
period in 1981. the state said almost
Corporation income taxes, another
all of the gain is due to nearly 911
guidepost to economic activity, fell to
million of coal severance tax money
diverted to the Transportation Fund
Other items that count in assessing
prosperity or recession
such as
motor fuels taxes and motor vehicle
usage levies -- are down from last
year

The sales tax is part of the General
Fund, under which most of state
government operates, and that fund
has reached $673 million, which is a
more optimistic 10 7 percent over
Last year.
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Acid rain and
good neighbor policy
Canada, our closest ally, is plagued by acidification of the environment — acid rain. Much of the
pollution originates east of the Mississippi, in the
factory cities of the United States, and is carried
over the international border to pollute forests,
lakes and streams.
United States, which also feels the effects of this
pollution, is moving most slowly in seeking solutions to the problem. Canada, however, has ordered
measures in its eastern regions to reduce the emissions of the chief causes of acid rain — sulfur dioxide and oxides of nitrogen.
These emissions come from the smokestacks of
smelters and power plants that burn coal heavily
laden with sulfur. They combine in the atmosphere
with water vapor to cause a vinegar-like acid. It
returns to earth mixed with rain or snow,damaging
forests and killing life in hundreds of lakes in
Canada and our New England States. Sulfates,
formed when sulfur dioxide combines with oxygen,
also are strongly suspected of causing lung
disesases.
Canada has enacted regulations to reduce its
emissions 25 percent by 1990. It is prepared to double that reduction if the United States makes a
similar effort on this side of the border. „
Canada is asking the United States to legislate
controls, which, by 1990, will reduce contaminant
levels and protect lakes and streams. The cost will
be high, an estimated $3 billion to $4 billion. But at
the same time Canada, with a population one-tenth
the size of the Unitd. States, will be spending $1
billion on the environtnental project.
It is a task that cannot be ignored. John Roberts,
Canada's environmental minister, says acid rain is
one of the most serious contamination problems
faced by our two countries, and that neither can
hope to win the battle alone.
Air, water and soil can no longer be contaminated
to the point of no return. They are fundamental
resources, which may become irreplaceable.
Canada is willing to do its part in the fight against
acid rain. The United States, as a good neighbor,
must join this most important environmental battle
for the future of both countries.
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heartline
Heartline is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems. If you
have a question or a problem not
answered in these columns, write to
Heartline, 114 East Dayton St., West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will
receive a prompt reply, but you must
include a self-addressed, stamped
envelope. The most useful replies
will be printed in this column.
HEARTLINE: You may think that
this is a dumb question, but as a
veteran of W.W.II, I am interested in
the thinking behind all the date
changes for national holidays, particularly Veterans Day. I thought
that all national holidays were
changed to Mondays. Also, just out of
curiosity, I'd like to know how many
Americans served and were killed in
W.W.II, Korea and Vietnam, in comparison to, say the Civil War and the
Revolutionary War.
ANSWER: Veterans Day 1982
marked the fifth anniversary of the
return of the observance to Nov. 11
and the tradition of honoring the
unknown soldier at Arlington on the
Ilth hour of the 11th day of the llth
month. From 1971 to 1975, Veterans
Day was observed on the fourth Monday in October in compliance with a
1968 law that changed most national
holidays to Mondays. Believing,
however, that the Nov. 11 date held
great significance for this country,
Congress passed a law in 1975 which
returned the holiday to Nov. 11. The
law became effective in 1978, the 60th
anniversary of the World War I armistice.
With the return of the observance
to the armistice date of that "war to
end all wars," this year's observance
was an occasion to pay tribute to the
1,081,000 Americans who have died in
the defense of their country in all
American wars since 1776 and to
more than 30 million former servicemen (and women) who served
during both war and peace. More
than half of the men and women who
have worn their country's uniform in
wartime are still alive. Of a total of
38,924,000 war participants — going
back to the earliest days of the nation
-- 25,625,000 war veterans are still
living. Another 4.4 million living

veterans say only peacetime service.
By far the most costly of America's
wars was its Civil War in which
5,200,000 persons participated. That
conflict say 364,000 Union deaths and
133,821 Confederate deaths.
( Authoritative statistics are not
available for the Southern
casualties.) In contrast, 290,000
Americans fought in the Revolution,
and 4,000 died in service.

business mirror

World War IT saw the greatest
number of Americans ever in
uniform — 16,535,000 men and
women. There were 406,000 deaths in
service during that conflict. During
the Korean fighting, 6,807,000 saw
service, and when it was over in 1955,
55,000 had died. A total of 9,834,000
Americans were in service during
Vietnam Era fighting. Of that
number 47,000 deaths were due to action of hostile forces.

by john cunniff

Forecasters'woes
NEW YORK (AP) — The fellows
who forecast by the numbers, including some White House
economists, have a terrible time
figuring out what the ordinary
American is likely to do over the next
few months.
One well-know forecaster. Albert
Sindlinger of Media, Pa., explains to
his clients that his projections are
always based on economic fundamentals. and that forecasts which
aren't are merely"guesses, hopes or
wishes."
But precisely because they are based on fundamentals, Sindlinger has
joined some others in missing some
short-term developments, or, as
some of the fraternity like to call
them,aberrations.
"Fundamentally based forecasts
sometimes may be off on timing and
magnitude," Sindlinger told clients
after interest rates failed to go
higher, as forecast. Those times, he
said, are when "psychology drives
markets."
"Sindlinger cannot forecast
psychological moves because there is
nothing to substantiate them," be explained. "Psychologically centered
movements are volatile and can
reverse themselves for no basic
reason."
Such "bubbles," he advises, "later
appear as short-run aberrations. The
fundamentals always outlast and win
out." And 10, he forepasts, interest

rates will rise to a "peakout" in
February or March.
By then, he projects, conventional
mortgages will be back up to 16.5 percent from their current levels of
about 14.25, and the prime rate,
which has just been cut to 11.5 percent, will rebound to 16.8 percent by
Feb.23,1983.
The psychological factor repeatedly has confounded those forecasters
who say the consumer "should be"
out there spending up a storm. Why
not, they say, when credit obligations
have been reduced and savings have
been rebuilt.
Why not? Because of psychological
factors. Insecurity, for instance.
Hardly a family exists without a
relative or neighbor out of work.
Hardly a person can be found who
has forgotten the damage wrought
earlier by overspending.
A flotilla of forecasters has been
sunk by following the numbers instead of the psychology, and that probably includes many of those who advise the White House. Note if you will
the year-long delay in the recovery's
arrival.
It has been true too in the stock
market, in disdain of pronotmcements by some of the most
highly paid gentlemen of the
forecasting fraternity,some of whom
have then sworn that the market
rather than they were wrong.

Tan years ago
Groundbreaking ceremonies for
the new Fisher-Price Toys Building
were yesterday afternoon at the construction site. Murray Mayor Holmes
Ellis and Henry H. Coords, president
of Fisher-Price. are pictured breaking the first ground, along with other
plant and local officials.
Deaths reported include Mrs Mary
Gladys Holland, Mrs Garva M
Gatlin and Ivan Boyd Jones, 72
Cynthia G. Steele, Carolyn A
Venable and Katie J Kemp have
been initiated as new members of l'hi
Beta Lambda, professional business
society at Murray State University.
The mobile home of Jerry Eldridge
of Almo was destroyed by fire on
Nov. 27.
Births reported include a boy to
Capt. and Mrs. John T. Bryant
Oct. 30, a boy to Dr and Mrs. Eddie
Lee Grogan, Oct. 29, and a girl to Mr
and Mrs. Roger Wallace, Nov 24
Twenty years ago
WE. Clark, a retired mail carrier,
yesterday morning purchased the
first four cent postal card sold in
Murray. The postal increase effective Jan. 7, 1963, will be postal cards
from three to four cents and letters
from four to five cents.
Deaths reported include Mrs Warren S. Swann, 75, and Mrs Mary
Underwood,81.
Recent births reported include a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Dwain Bennett
and a boy to Sp4 and Mrs. J.T West
Tommy Dale Wells, son of Mr and
Mrs. Tom Wells, has been initiated
into Pi Lambda Chapter of Pi Tau
Sigma, national mechanical
engineering honor society at the
University of Kentucky.
Mrs. Alfred Wolfson and Mrs. Joe
Baker Littleton gave a demonstration on "Enameling" at meeting of
Creative Arts Department of the
Murray Woman's Club.
Thirty years ago
William Solomon, Ford dealer of
Murray, has been appointed
Calloway County Campaign Chairman of 1952 Crusade for Freedom.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Ada
McNutt and Edgar Wells,64.
Serving at the United States Naval
Training Center, San Diego, Calif., is
Wilda Gene lovins, son of Mr and
Mrs. Otis Lavin'.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. W . E. Dickerson, Nov.
22, a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Era B.
Taylor, Nov. 22, a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Lee Herndon, Nov. 23, and a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Morris Smith, Nov.
24
Mr. and Mrs. Affred G. McGehee of
Buchanan. Tenn., will celebrate their
golden wedding anniversary on Nov
30
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Roberts and Pierce wedding vows solemnized

Church plans events

Tennis ploy Tuesday

Activities on Wednesday at 6:30 p.m. at First
Presbyterian Church will include Choir rehearsal
and Youth Group meeting. The Choir will sing at the
Community Theatre on Saturday, Dec. 4, at 7:30
p.m. All interested persons are invited to join the
choir for the special Chistmas season singing.

Group C of Ladies Tennis of Murray Country Club
will play Tuesday, Nov. 30, from 11 a.m. to 12:30
p.m. at Kenlake Tennis Center. The group will meet
at 10:30 a.m. at Dakota Feed and Grain.
The lineup will be as follows: Court One — Vickie
Holton, Alice Rouse, Cathy Mattis and Cindy Dunn;
Court Two — Annette Alexander, Cecelia Brock,
Carol Waller and Renee Wynn.

Tennis play Thursday
Group B of Ladies Tennis of Murray Country Club
will play Thursday, Dec. 2, from 9:30 to 11:30 a.m.
at Kenlake Tennis Center. The group will meet at
home of Frances Hulse to go to Kenlake. Substitutes
will be Norma Frank, Janie Ryan, Mug Rigsby,
Frances Hulse and Pat Greer.
The lineup will be as follows: Court One — Gayle
Foster, Vic i Baker, Marilyn Adkins amd Agnes
Payne; Coçt Two — Sheila Grogan, Gaye
Haverstock, Janice Howe and Cathy Young; Court
Three — Annie Knight, Judy Latimer, Laura Miller
and Vicki Miller.

Loberger wins scholarship
Lynne Loberger, daughter of Dr. and Mrs. Gordon Loberger of Murray, is the recipient of the
Vaughan-Williamson scholarship awarded by Kentucky Association of Future Homemakers of
America. She is a freshman at Murray State
University and was state FHA historian in 1981-82
while a senior at Murray High School. Malena
Jackson, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Jackson,
Wingo, also a freshman home economics major at
MSU, won one of 14 scholarships of $500 by the Kentucky FHA.

'Gospel Meeting

Wirray Ledger & Times

Art exhibit scheduled
An exhibition of commercial art by Thomas W.
Gray in partial fulfillment of requirements for
Bachelor of Fine Arts Degree at Murray State
University will open Wednesday, Dec. 1, at Clara
M. Eagle Gallery, Fourth Floor, Fine Arts
Building, MSU. The exhibition will continue
through Sunday, Dec. 12. Regular gallery hours will
be 7:30 a.m. to 9 p.m., Monday through Friday, 10
a.m. to 4 p.m. Saturday, and Ito 4 p.m. Sunday.

Brotherhood will meet
The Brotherhood of First Baptist Chorch will
meet Thursday, Dec. 2, at 6 p.m. in the Fellowship
Hall of the church. Reservations for the dinner at
$1.50 per person should be made by calling the
church office. Dr. Bill Whittaker will speak about
"Missions in the Philippines."

The wedding of Miss
Teresa Lynne Roberts
and Jeffery Doyle Pierre
was solemnized on Friday, Nov. 12, at 7 p.m. at
the Cherry Corner Baptist Church.
The Rev. David Fambrough performed the
ceremony. Music was
provided by Mrs. Joyce
Gibson, organist, and
Candi Glass,soloist.
Parents of the bride are
Mr. and Mrs. N.D.
Roberts. The groom is the
son of Mr. and Mrs. Doyle
( Peanut) Pierce.
The bride
The bride wore a dress
of sheer polyester chiffon
knit lined in acetate taffeta. Chantilly-type lace
and applique trim of
nylon was at the neck and
empire waistline. Her
sleeves were long and
sheer with wide sheer
cuffs.
Her chapel-length train
was attached to her head-

piece with lace and
simulated pearl trim. Her
finertip length blusher
and veil were of nylon
netting with lace trim.
Susan Herndon, cousin
of the bride, was maid of
honor. She wore a dress
of cotillion blue polyester
organza lined in acetate
taffeta designed with a
ruffled neckline with bow
trim, set-in waistband
and capelet sleeves. The
flared skirt had a flounced hem and the skirt back
raised for a bustle effect.
A detachable flower
adorned the dress.
She wore a cotillion
blue hat of mesh-woven
polypropylene with
polyester organza trim
with back bow.
Danny Garland was
best man for Mr. Pierce.
The groom and best man
wore blue suits with navy
bow tie and ruffles.
Ushers were David
Roberts, brother of the

Phebian class plans supper
The Phebian Sunday School Class of First Baptist
Church will have a salad and casserole supper at
the home of Fay Nell Flora, 702 Payne St., on Tuesday, Nov. 30, at 6:30 p.m. Marilyn Forrest will give
the devotion and members are asked to bring food
items for survival kits to be distributed by MurrayCalloway County Need Line Association Church and
Cooperative Ministry.

Pleasant Valley
Church of Christ

Rom your tavonte C-41
negotlye

Friday 8. Saturday 7:30 p.m.
Sunday 10 a.m. IL 6 p.m.
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Jonathan Sean Noffsinger of Murray will present his senior saxophone
recital at Murray State
University on Tuesday
evening, Nov. 30.
To begin at 8 p.m. in the
Farrell Recital Hall of
the Price Doyle Fine Arts
Center, the program will
include "Sonata XIII" by
Handel, arranged by
Sigurd M. Rascher,
"Deuxieme Sonatine" by
Pierre-Max Dubois and
"Concerto" by Henry
Tomasi.
He will be accompanied
by Eleanor Brown.
Jonathan Noffsinger
Noffsinger is the son of
Dr. and Mrs. Hugh A. partiai fulfillment of the
Noffsinger, 1109 Olive St., requirements for the
Murray. His recital is in B.M.E. degree.

5x7990
From Freed-Hardeman College
will be speaking on
Evangelism in the Church
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STOCK

LIQUIDATION
SALE
Sale Begins Friday 26th 9:A.M.
We Must Liquidate Our Inventory

$300,000 Inventory To Choose
From

The new Mr. and Mrs.
Pierce now are residing
on Rt. 2.

Recital to be Tuesday

John Bowen, grandson
of Mr. and Mrs. B.J.
Stagner of Murray, has
been selected as a
member of the A Capella
Chorus at David
Lipscomb College,
Nashville, Tenn. More

$1.99

David Young

bride, and Mrs. Stephanie
Roberts, sister-in-law of
the bride.
Nyle French and Kelli
Btuiteen registered the
guests.
The couple left after the
ceremony to spend a
week camping at Piney
Campground in the Land
Between the Lakes.

Bowen selected for chorus

Your Thanksgiving
traditions live on In
enlargements...

December 3, 4, 5

bride, and Rodney Scott,
brother-in-law of the
groom.
Miss OLa Mae Roberts,
aunt of the bride, directed
the wedding.
Reception
A reception followed in
the fellowship hall of the
church.
Serving were Mrs. Barbara June Billington and
Mrs. Pam Scott, sisters of
the groom, Miss Glenda
Roberts, sister of the

DEMONSTRATION — Speech-Language
Pathologists Susan Blackford, standing right, and
Patti Hosford, left, demonstrate the use of the newly purchased tympanometer at a recent meeting of
the Kappa Department of the Murray Woman's
,The test is being administired to Kappa
"PitedftWr athy Newton. ThOztpamometer is being used by both Calloway County and Murray City
Schools for their Hearing Conservation Program.
The Kappa Department aided in the purchase of the
instrument.

• LOST 8.E FOUND•
I lost 100 pounds in just
31 weeks and found a whole
new way of life .
at
DIET CENTER!*
eyou44

John Bowen

Members present program
at Xi Alpha Delta meeting

Oeft

LOSE 17 TO 25 POUNDS
IN JUST 6 WEEKS!
NO SHOTS• NO DRUGS
NO CONTRACTS
AU, NATURAL FOODS'

We Have

Christmas
Gift
Certificates
I The Village 641 N.
Mon.-Fri. -5:30 Sat. 10-1

753-0020

The Xi Alpha Delta
Chapter of Beta Sigma
Phi met Thursday, Nov.
4, at 7:30 p.m. at the Ellis
Community Center.
"CommunicationsLanguage and Life
Styles" was the program
conducted by Debbie
Villaflor and Debbie

SEE THE MAGICAL

"TOUCH TRONIC"

20% TO
50%0FF

than 100 students auditioned for positions in the
chorus and Bowen is one
of 17 new members
selected.
He attended Carter
Elementary School, Murray, before he moved
with his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Shelton Bowen, and
his sister, Karen Bowen,
to Cadiz. He is a 1982
honor graduate of Trigg
County High School.
This group traveled to
Europe this past summer
where they studied and
performed under Conductor Robert Shaw. His
sister, Karen, also is a
member of the group.
They both, along with
their parents, made the
21-day European trip.
The Lipscomb Chorus
also sang by special invitation at the World's
Fair at Knoxville this
year.

LAMPS
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,
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Woods. They talked about
how the way you live and
even your age affects
your language.
The chapter group then
played a game of
charades to demonstrate
another form of comrmiiireation.
Five women were
welcomed as pledges by
the chapter through a
ritual conducted by Joyce
Normally, chapter president. The pledges are
Pam Curd, Kathy Wrye,
JoAnn Mathis, Kristi
Washum and Patsy Carrico.
Others present, not
previously mentioned,
were Debbie Miller, Judy
English, Brenda Jones,
Chris Loftis, Donna
Maynard, Peggy
Shoemaker, Mary Ann
Barrow, Laurie Rollins
and Wanda Miles.

STORE WIDE
Best Quality Clothing
Childrens Sizes Infant To Teen
Charge Accounts - Bank Cards Welcome

contra. center 753-3314

T e Finger Gives You 3-Way
Lighting With A Plain Single

Just A Touc •

Open 9-6 Mon.-Sat., Fri. 9 to 8

Filiment Bulb

Children's Fashions

Step Aiddeir

SEVERAL STYLES IN HEAVY BRASS
PRICES REDUCED TO START AT

$4995

CRASS FURNITURE

Bel-Air Shoppmg Center
75.7 1795

103 So. 3rd

Downtown Murray

753-3621
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Community calendar
Monday,Nov. 29
Recovery, Inc., will
meet at 7:30 p.m. at
Health Center, North
Seventh and Olive
Streets.
Community Chorus is
scheduled to practice at
7:30 p.m. at First United
Methodist Church.
Reservations for "Old
Fashioned Christmas
Gala" by Murray State
University Women's
Society should be made
by today with Ellen Harrell, Judy Payne or
DeeAnn Umar.
Woodlands Nature
Center in Land Between
the Lakes will close at 5
p.m. for the season except for scheduled activities.
Author Bobbie Ann
Mason will read from her
work in Barkley Lecture
Room, University Center,
Murray State University,
at 7:30 p.m.

Tueeday, Nov. MI
Pack cammitte• of Cab
Scout Pack 57 will meet
at 7 p.m. at First United
Methodist Church.

Elementary students anchorpersons for television show

Class of First Baptist
Church will have a salad
and casserole supper at
hnang. of Fay Nell Flora at
6:30p.m.

Alcoholics Anonymous
will meet at 8 p.m. in
Wednesday,Dec. 1
western portion of
Exhibition of commerLivestock and Exposition
cial art by Thomas W.
Center.
Gray will open at Clara
Murray TOPS (take off M. Eagle Gallery, Fourth
pounds sensibly) Club Floor, Fine Arts
will meet at 7 p.m. at Building, Murray State
University.
Health Center.
Story hours will be at
10:30 a.m. and 3:30 p.m.
at Calloway Public
Library.
Bethel Baptist Bible
Study is scheduled at 6
p.m. at home of David
Cunningham.

Story hours will be at
10:30 a.m. and 3:30 p.m.
at Calloway Public
Library.
Hazel and Douglas
Centers will be open from
10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for activities by senior citizens.

Returning Students
Mission groups of
United will meet at 11:30
a.m. in Room 100, Ord- Cherry Corner Baptist
way Hall, Murray State Church are scheduled to
meet at 7 p.m.
University.

HENDERSON, Ky.
(AP) — Ons of the ancharwoman didn't have a
script A cameramen was
new on the job and
coulcket he playbill with
the camera, even when it
was focused on a reporter
giving her latest scoop.
It's not exactly the national nightly news, but
the EEET Television Network doesn't exactly deal
with the world's problems. To its budding
media stars, announcing
winners of the Punt, Pus
& Kick competition is
more important than the
Iran-Iraq conflict.
EEET (Exciting
Elementary Events
Time) is the brainchild of
Jane Morton and Lenee
Dees, elementary school
teachers in Henderson
County.
Each month, students
from East Heights and
Bend Gate schools troop
to the studios of Henderson Cable Television to
tape their 60-minute
show.
At the November tap-

lac *it the second in
the
nehrerit's history, things
wad better, Mrs. Morton
said. But It was still lIttle
more than controlled
chaos.
Some of the youngsters
who had winning entries
in the Henderson Fire
Department's poster contest were late. Ditto some
of the fledgling footballers.
Still, the whole shebang
was "in the can," as
video artists put It, In less
than two hours. The Quiz
Bowl, the feature each
month, would have to
wait until the next day
because not all the par
ticipants could make it to
the studio.
That led Mrs. Morton to
remind Tara Dean the
anchorperson, to wear

the same sweater the
following day se she
wouldn't be seen wearies
two meths on the same
telecast_
Miss Dean didn't dart
out to be the anchorperson She wanted to be a
feature reporter But the
II-year-old aLlth greder
had the unfortunate
knack ef being able to
speak deafly and not
mess up the script, important attributes for any
anchor.
"I thought I looked funny," Mine Dean said of
watching horsed for the
first time. It doesn't matter, though. because she
wants to be a lawyer.
Despite the importance

NOW
Christmas Ins*
DWI Wit Wei
FRAMERS GALLERY
7S1-0077
m.Valero

Flint Baptist Church
Murray Duplicate
Tuesday, Nov.30
Bridge Club is scheduled mission groups are
Murray State Chapter to meet at 7 p.m. in scheduled to meet at 7
of American Society of Gleason Hall, St. Leo's p.m.
Safety Engineers will Catholic Church. For insponsor a debate al 7 p.m. formation call 489-2244 or
in Room 108, faculty 753-8345.
Hall, MSU, between J.R.
Gray and Prof. John FarSingles Class will meet
Dr. Mary Broeringmeyer
rell.
at 7 p.m. at Seventh and
REPLACING YOUR
Poplar Church of Christ.
SLIPPED DISC
Memorial Baptist
Between the bones (vertebrae) of
Church WMU Week of
your spine are discs made of cartiSenior citizens acPrayer Program will be tivities will be at 9:30
lage or soft bones that act as
shock absorbers. Sometimes they
at 7 p.m. at 1205 Dogwood a.m. at Dexter Center; 10
slip slightly and press against an
Dr.
To correct this condition, your
a.m. to 2 p.m. at Hazel
adjacent nerve root emerging from
doctor of chiropractic aims to reand Douglas Centers; 10
the spinal cord. The pain can be
store the displaced vertebrae skillFirst Baptist Church a.m. to 3 p.m. at Ellis
excruciating and intense, not just
fully without pain and reduce
WMU Week of Prayer Center.
in your back but in your buttocks,
stress and pressure on the spinal
Program will be at 9:30
legs, arms and neck, makiiig it
discs. Adjustments guide the disc
impossible to perform the simplest
a.m. in church chapel.
gradually away from the nerve
Jonathan Sean Noffsdaily activities. Even sleeping beroot, relieving muscle spasm and
inger, murrayrVill precomes a problem.
Humane Society of sent his senior saxophone
pain.
What causes this? Usually sudCalloway County will recital at 8 p.m. in FarBroeringmeyer
den,
forceful
movements of the
have a general member- rell Recital Hall, Fine
Health Awareness Center
spine, such as falls, lifting, twistship meeting at 6:30 p.m. Arts Center, Murray
4 Miles East on Hwy.94
ing, auto accident—even a'slap on
at Calloway Public State University.
the back.
Murray, Kentucky 42071
Library.
Phone (502)753-2962 Out of State 1-1100-626-33N
Hours • 8 a m to 5 p m Monday thru Friday
Phebian Sunday School

placed on televtalea
mews, Nicol Reach. ales
11 and a lath grader at
East Heigtas, hasn't bit
bar Job go to her head:
"It's host Widow." she
said.
Mark Glover the only
male among the four anchors, doesn't get upset
that he has been typecast
as a sports announcer
All you see on TV are
men sportscasters.
anyway," he said. "The
only thing I don't like are
the lights."
Adults don't appear an
EEET, except in taped
features done by the staff
at the cable operation
Still, they play an important role behind the

scum AB of the scripts
are wrings by learben
and Mrs. Morten aged
Mrs- Dees are cendina- *
lion mod director% AMP

measowe wed =flo•
wenn din%
-we didn't know what

we were oaths Mtn"
Mrs. Mortis admitted
Jest students from
East Heights and Bend
Gate are involved in the
production. but feature
reports are taped at the
other schools in the county
Next year, Mrs Marton
said she hopes two other
schools will take over the
program, the coot of
which is borne entirely by
the cable franchise

It's Our 13th Anniversary
And During the Month of December
You Receive...

A FREE
SAW Ifir
with Any
Mow

CHIROPRACTIC OUTLOO

153-4141
Highway 641 N.
Open 4 PM

WE'RE ROLLING OUT THE CARPET FOR OUR...

CA
JOSout
IT
RP
Eh 4thSM
H
ET
CE
NT
ER
Street —
Old Ice Plant Building —
Murray, Ky.
Professional
Installation

MONDAY THRU SATURDAY, NOV, 29th — DEC. 1 1 th
Mothers — Bring the Kiddie

Carpet
Cleaning
Service

s to visit with Santa while you look at all the different styles and colors of carpet that we have in stock. Santa will be here
Thursday, December 2nd and Friday December 3rd. 3-5 P.M.
12 FT.

COMMERICAL
CARPET
$299SQUARE

SANT
KNOWS
BEST

ASTRO TURF

$499
SQUARE
YARD

YARD

WALL PAPER e1 LOOPCARPET
(MANY
BOOKS TO
CHOOSE FROM)

15% off
ALL

$1 00 Off

IN -STOCK VINYL!

ALL IN-STOCK CARPETING

REG. $4.99 SQ. YD.
$399

EXCLUDING COMMERCIAL
AND ASTRO-TURF

SQUARE
YARD

PER SQUARE YARD

WHAT
BETTER
GIFT!
CARPETING
FOR CHRISTMAS

SPECIAL GROUP

ALL SHORT

REMNANTS

ROLLS

SO%

25%f

Off

REG. PRICE

PILES

1

$ 99
PER RUNNING
FOOT
AND UP

Professional
Installation Service
Available

COUPON
This Coupon good for

$1.00 OFF
_ _ PefScl Yd
On Mecc hondise Orckwed From
Our Somple Books of CorpetImo
(GOOD THIN SAT OK. 11011

REG. PRICE

-vvvvvvvv
‘"inelti\rtf\P*

JOE SMITH CARPET CENTER
Hal Nance, Manager

Glen'Bebbar,Sales Person Wilma Miller, Sale's Person
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Racers'out-everythingedi
in dropping opener,84-75

Basketball
seasons
underway

Funny thing about three-point baskets, they're a
By JIM RECTOR
lot like hitting fly balls to the warning track in
Sports Editor
baseball.
Basketball, basketball
There's always the hope they'll be home runs, but
and more basketball
more times than not they're merely loud outs.
tennis anyone?
Saturday Murray State encountered 12 such loud
No, the cage season is
outs to only one homer in the Racers' effort to overhere in full swing and a
come West Virginia Tech.
new season ignites this
The results of MSU's accuracy from beyond the
week with nearly every
19-foot barrier reflected the team's efforts to catch
team in the county playthe Bears. MSU dropped its first home opener in
ing one or more games.
five years, 84-75, before a gracious estimate of 4,000
From the top, Murray
in Racer Arena.
State's Racers play their
"This opening loss is tougher than the one five
second game in three
years ago," explained Racer coach Ron Greene,
merely leaving the lockerroom, along comes the old
days when they host the
"because then we knew we didn't have the talent.
scratch-n-claw group we've all grown used to in the
defending NIT champs —
Tonight's loss was a very, very bitter pill to
past.
Bradley — tonight at
swallow."
Score just enough to keep pace, then finish with
Racer Arena ( 7 : 30
Five years ago the Racers lost their first game,
dramatic flurries and last second heroics — that's
tipoff).
81-70, and went 4-72 in Greene's first year as head
been the Murray way. Too bad Saturday the Golden
Bradley, also the defencoach. This year they're expected to be a shoo-in for
Bears brought a few flurries of their own.
ding Missouri Valley Cona berth in the NCAA tourney, but high expectations
Besides the two scoring machines — Threatt and
ference champion, won
may be something the Racers are taking for
Scott — the Bears knew how to hit the boards with
its opening game Saturgranted.
Scott grabbing a dozen caroms and Darryl Houston,
day by whipping Loyola,
a
reserve, grabbing 10.
"I
think
our
guys
have
read
many
too
press
clippIll., 90-82. Paced by
Senior Ricky Hood was his usual omnipotent self
ings and they're not able to handle it ...," said
guards Beney Mines (26
for
Murray hitting 10 of 13 for 20 points and taking
Greene
and
later
carried
he
on in the same vein,"I
points) and Willie Scott
nine rebounds. Walt Davis was another MSU stanthought
we
should
a
be
better
team
than
what
we
(19), the Braves cruised
dout, scoring 10 points, including the only threeshowed tonight because of our experience. But I've
to an easy victory.
pointer for the Racers, and rallying his team to a
always
said,
'We're
finesse
a
team.
We're
not
going
Center Voise Winters,
brief 68-67 lead before the Bears pulled away for
blow
to
people away.' Tonight we just ran into a
6-7, collected 16 points
good.
team
that
out-quick
ed
us,
out-shot
us, outand 12 rebounds and will
• • •
rebounded us, out-everythinged us."
match up with MSU's
A new season has started and Racer Arena has a
Ricky Hood, also 6-7,
As games go, the Racers didn't perform to stannew paint job, a redesigned press box, carpet on
tonight.
dard especially when their zone defense was pepsome
of the stairways — the efforts of a Class proOVERVI
—
EW
Senior
forward Walt Davis and an unidentified Murray State
The Racers finish a
pered by guard Sedale Threatt (30 points) and forgram are shining through.
teammat
tower
e
over
West
Virginia
Tech's
Sam
Cooke
(40).
Golden
Bear teamfive-game home stand
ward Antoine Scott (29), and they were outBut when is the leak in the ceiling ever going to be
this week with Southern mate Antoine Scott (32) watches the boardwork during Saturday's game at
rebounded 46-28.
fixed?
Racer
Arena.
Murray
State
lost
its
home
opener
to the Bears,84-75.
Illinois-Carbondale on
Individually, the Racers lacked par perWill it take a serious injury to a player before
Staff photo by Jim Rector
Thursday and McNeese
formances from normally dependable Glen Green
Murray State hires a competent roof repairman?
State on Saturday. Both
(12 points, three rebounds) and Lamont Sleets (two
No less than three times Saturday did a player
games tipoff at 7:30 p.m.
of 14 from the field, seven total points). Sleets also
slip or actually fall on his back because of the pudat Racer Arena.
missed nine three-point goal attempts, six when the
dle near the.foul line. It's become a common sight
Murray State's Lady
Racers fought to close the gap in the final minutes.
everytime it rains during a game to see a towel-boy
Racers open their season
Offensively, as Greene pointed out, the Racers
stationed at one end of the court who races out to
Tuesday night in the first
refused to go to the boards. "We like to shoot it, fire
wipe the floor while the teams are at the other end.
of two home games this
it and fall back. Our offensive rebounding was next
The condition's been around for as long as most
week. Tuesday they host
to zero."
game
attenders in Racer Arena can remember and
Murraya
n
Robert
Stout
Nashvillian Andy
University of TennesseeAnd just when the Murray supporters thought
yet
never seems to get fixed. Is that any way to
it
had
a
fruitful
tennis
trip
Johnson
the
quarterin
Martin (7 p.m.) before
they might have a team with some offensive
run a class organization?
finals and produced a 2-6, firepower and the ability to crush opponent
hosting Arkansas State to Nashville, Tenn.,
s by
Let's hope not.
Saturday and Sunday and
6-2 6-3, upset.
(5:15 p.m.)Saturday.
returned
to
Kentuck
y
In local prep action,
In the finals Stout overtonight marks the beginn- with a singles championcame the No.3 seed,
ship
in
the
Nashvill
e
ing of the Calloway Counanother Nashvillian —
ty Lady Lakers' season Thanksgiving Tennis
Bret Moore, in a thrilling,
Tourname
nt.
when ,they. visit P.aducali
6-4, 4-6,7-5,finale.
Stout, 18-year-old son of
Tilghman: The girls varDr.
and
Mrs.
Richard
sity game starts at 8 p.m.
7-6, 6-3 victory over Dean
The young ivitirray netTuesday Murray Stout, 803 Olive Street, Rockstroh, who eventual- ter had been inactive in
High's boys open their battled his way past four ly won the finals of the tournament play since
1982-83 campaign with a of the tourney's top consolation bracket.
the Kentucky State Closhome game against players to emerge the
His next opponent, ed Tournament in early
victor in his age Robert Eldridge of
Wingo (6:30 p.m.).
Knox- fall, but he had been pracville, fell 6-4, 6-3, in the ticing since then and lookWednesday nobody is catagory.
Stout opened the semifinals. Stout faced
scheduled to play, but
ing for a tournament
Thursday the season Nashville tourney with a the No. 1 seed, close to home.
resumes with Murray
High's Lady Tigers making their debute at Henry
County (Paris) Tenn., in
LEXINGTON, Ky. scored 15 points in the shooting.
a 6:30 p.m. game. Also on
(AP) — Butler Coach Joe rout Saturday night. "We
Kentucky carries its 1-0
Thursday the Lady Season
was overwhelmed could have played bet- record to South Bend,
Lakers initiate their by the
extent of Ken- ter."
Ind., on Wednesday for a
home schedule with an 8 tucky's 90-53
victory, but
"The Kentucky defense renewal of a heated
p.m. game against Wildcat guard
Dirk Min- was much more ag- rivalry with Notre Dame.
Ballard Memorial.
niefield said the margin gressive than we exLOOKING AT THE LEAK — A Murray State bellboy, armed with a towel, was a familiar figure in Racer
Friday the CCHS should have been
bigger.
pected," said Sexson,
The Fighting Irish tun- Arena Saturday night. Because of the heavy
Lakers make their first
rain during the game, water dripped from the ceiling onto the
"We played 80 percent whose Bulldogs were ed up Saturday with a 74court and had to be wiped up every few minutes. While the teams were playing at the opposite goal, the towelappearance hosting to the top
of our game," harassed into 19 tur- 49 victory over St. Franboys would rush out and dry the ever-increasing puddle.
(Continued on Pg.-8A) said Minniefield, who novers and 33.3 percent cis of Pennsylvania.
Staff photo by Jim Rector

Murray netter victorious
in Nashville tournament

UK crushes Butler, eyes Irish

A JOB YOU KNOW IS DONE
WELL, BECAUSE YOU DID IT
YOURSELF.
Rug Doctor makes it easy to clean your
carpets and upholstery in your house,
auto and R V Do it yourself and
see the results

taartung Mad At D.(t

Rent The
at

RENTAL SALES

Water down your energy costs

SATs DEC. 4th

Hot water costs money. In fact,
in an all-electric home, about 16
Com'on in
cut with an Echo
and receive a FREE

Coll 753-8201

ECHO Baseball
Cop.

MURRAY

-Mataaar.

RENTAL SALES

CENTER
200 E. Main
c",

753-8201

4354348

CENTER

200 E. Main

Join in the Fun! Put a tough
Gitlin. Echo saw to the test at
our store.
• Free Refreshments
• Professional Demonstrations
• Safety Tips

Why Take A
Chance?
call Chimney
Sweeps At
762-4792 or

Rug Doctor,
753-8201

Celebrate
FIRE
Prevention!

A Echo Representive will be here to
answer
any question you might hove.

cents of every dollar you spend
on electricity goes for heating
water
To save money on electric bills,
reduce the thermostat setting on
your water heater Set it at 140
degrees if you have an electric
dishwasher, 110-120 degrees it
you do not. And remember,
insulate your water heater, fix all
leaky faucets, and add a shower
flow restrictor._
You'll also save by running the
dishwasher only when it's full,

washing full loads of clothes in
the coolest water possible,
rinsing clothes in cold water.
and taking a quick, warm
shower instead of a hot, deep
bath

1V4 West Ky. Rural Electric Coop Corp.

VE

153-5012
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Everybody plays key role for'82 Lakers
fly CIIRLS EVAN
Sports Writer
"Everybody on our
team plays a key role —
we can't play a game
without anyone of them,"
said Calloway County
boys coach Jack Pack.
"We're a team-oriented
IsslIclub. Two or three
players can't win a
season for you."
Pack, one of two first
year head coaches (John
Orr, Lady Laker coach Is
also in his first season as
head coach) on the
Calloway court, believes
a coach should adapt to
his players not have his
players adapt to him.
"I'm new to them and
they're new to me. The
chemistry is going to
have to get right between
us before things come
together. Later in the
season we'll get more accustomed to each other,"
said the former Austin

Peay basketball standout_
Pack believes that
every game during the
season is played for the
tournaments, so if his
team reaches its climax
late in the seaaon — then
so be it.
"Every game is played
for March (tournaments
begin in March), that's
the way!look at it," said
Pack. "One good thing
about basketball is you
can win or lose during the
season but you start new
in March."
Experience is one
aspect the Lakers have
on their side. Of the five
likely starters two —
Keith Lovett (6-2, Sr.)
and Jeff Garrison (5-11,
Sr.) — are three-year
veterans and Jeff Butterworth and Craig Darnell
were used as spot
starters last season during their junior year.

Joining the senior-four
on the starting clan will
be a six-foot sophomore
center, Brad Skinner.
Filling the number six
and seven slots are Mark
Duncan, junior and John
Mart Potts, a sophomore
who Pack claims "has all
the tools" and should
come into his own later in
the season.
Pack said he is big on
guards. "You have to
have the guards to get the
ball to people like Lovett
before they can score."
Lovett is the team's
leading returning scorer
from last year, having
averaged 14 points, eight
rebounds per outing.
Butterworth and
Darnell will be out on the
guard posts, said Pack.
Darnell will be running
the show on offense and
he's dependable to pick
up a few long-range
buckets.

The Laker' are expected to mix defenses
often, from maa-to-man,
to trapping and if the
need for a zone arises
Pack feels comfortable
with a 1-2-2 or a 3-3form.
As small as we are we
can't afford to set back in
a zone," said Pack.
"We'll have to play 'ern
at the middle of the
floor."
Pack said although his
team possess quality
speed it will have to adjust to the fact that every
time the Lakers take the
floor they will be going up
against a larger team.
"I'm a firm believer
that games are won by
mental toughness as well
as physical toughness,"
provided Pack. "If we
can survive December
mentally and physically
we'll make it in January
and February.
-We'll do a lot of grow-

big up in December. Facing teams like Fulton City. Marshall County.
Ballard, Lose Oak,
Mayfield and Murray you
have no choice."
"We're going to be
tough to beat," said
Pack. "I'rn going to be as
optimistic as I can. I have
a lot of confidence in
these young men. They
have a lot pride in what
they'ridoing.
"It might be one loose
ball or one tip-in but I feel
like if you pay the price,
which these kids are doing right now, a break
will come before the
season is over, and when
it does these kids will
take advantage of it."
Joining Pack in -the
Leiters coaching corner
will be Johnny Gingles
and Stan Simmons.
Calloway comes off a 1510 campaign last year
and the Lakers will be
seeking an end to a threeyear drought in which
they haven't beaten a
district opponent.
This year Mayfield
joins Calloway, Murray
and Marshall County in
the Fourth District.

Professiowal Football

MICROWAVE COOKING SCHOOL

Big Sky dominates,
except for Colonels
MOSCOW, Idaho (AP)
— If it wasn't for Big Sky
Conference teams,
Eastern Kentucky would
rule as the undisputed
king of Division I-AA football.
Eastern Kentucky, the
No.1 team in the I-AA
rankings, is undefeated
this season. The Colonels
won the national championship in 1979, but lost
in the championship
game to Big Sky clubs the
next two years — to Boise
State in 1980 and to Idaho
State last year.
Now it is Idaho's turn.
The Vandals advanced into the second round of the
I-AA playoffs Saturday,
using an unexpectedly
stout defense to eliminate
Big Sky champion Montatui 21-7.
Idaho plays at Richmond, Ky., Saturday
night in a game that will
be televised nationally
- Cable by Atlanta
superstation WTBS.
The Vandals used Tim
McMonigle field goals of
42, 36 and 41 yards and
the passing from Ken
Hobart to run up a 21-7
lead over Montana early
in the fourth quarter.
But the game probably
turned on a series of
defensive stands by
Idaho. Three times Montana got inside the Idaho
10 during the game —
once in the first half and
twice in the fourth
quarter — and each time
the Grizzlies came away
empty-handed.
"For some reason we
have a reputation from
the media or other
coaches of not being very
physical, that OUT defense
would maybe be the
detrimental part of our

team in the playoffs,"
said Idaho Coach Dennis
Erickson.
"Our players can read.
They are physical, and
they played like a son of a
gun against a physical
football team. We outphysicaled the University
of Montana," he said.
Montana Coach Larry
Donovan said Idaho's
defensive play cost his
Grizzlies dearly.
Fullback Greg Iseman,
who gained 1,075 yard
rushing this year, was
held to 16 yards in 17 carries by the Vandals.
Marty Mornhinweg,the
Big Sky's top-rated
quarterback, had to run
for his life most of the
afternoon.
"Give Marty a little
time and he can
operate," said Donovan.
"He wasn't getting
enough time."
Despite the pressure,
Mornhinweg hit 15 of 24
passes for 253 yards. But
he took a b-sating from
the Idaho defense and sub
Kelly Rkharison had to
come on to direct Montana's last dr ve.
McMonigle hit two field
goals in the first period
before Montana took a 74
halftime lead on Mot-nhinweg's 22-yard
touchdown pass to tight
end Brian Salonen.
But opening the second
half, Idaho launched two
long touchdown drives.
Brian Allen scored one on
a 17-yard pass from
Hobart and Kerry Hickey
ran for the other.
Montana, mearhile,
had its chances, but
couldn't cash in. The surprising Grizzlies ended
the season 64, but with
the Big Sky championship
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LAKER STANDOUTS — Seniors Jeff Garrison
(left) and Keith Lovett (above) offer tiv., reasons
for Calloway County High's basketball optimism.
The two were instrumental cogs in last year's
linemrleisicbtallied 8 15-10 season: The LiMPiropen
their season at borne Friday when Fatten City
comes to town.
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Davis Cup Tonsils
GRENOBLE, France
(API - The United
States tennis team completed a 4-1 victory over
France in the final of the
Davis Cup.
The Americans clinched the Cup on Saturday
when John McEnroe and
Peter Fleming teamed to
defeat Yannick Noah
and Henri Leconte 1-1,64, 9-7, giving the U.S. an

bunirrnountabie 34 lead
In the best-of-live match
series
On Sunday, Yamnicii
Noah scored the first victory for Prance in the
opening reverse singles
by beating Gone Mayer
6-1. 64. But McEnroe
beat Henri Leconte, 6-2,
6-3 in the second of the
two post-clinching matches
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Foraterly Awes Car Wash
We Also Rent Ryder Tracks

IR

753-7362

sevemise
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Joyce's

SIRLOIN STOCKADE
Monday Special Chicken Fried Steak $229
STORE
HOURS:
San. Them-I11....9 p-m.

with Soup & Salad Bar
Soup and Salad Bar Only $1"

Tuesday Special 6 oz. Sirloin Steak $2"
with Soap g Wedtsr$2"
Soap & Salad Bar only $199

11 6.0.10 p.m.

TIlL

753-0440
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$1 5000
ON EVERY MICROWAVE

MURRAY APPLIANCE CO.
753-1586

212E. MAIN
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New 1982 Chevrolet Citation
4 door Hatchback Sedan
Tinted glass, front & rear floor mots, body
moldings, air conditioning, remote control
mirror (L.H.), power brakes, 2.5 liter E.F.I.
L4 cylinder, four speed transmission,-tilt
wheel, power steering, rally wheel trim,
P185/80R-13 G/B radial white stripe, AMFM stereo radio, dark blue sport cloth
bench seat, silver-gray exterior.

Suggested List Price
1883927
Factory Invoice Amount
Your Cost
7866"
Cash Down
-600"
Amount Financed
7366"
Credit Life Ins.
+245"
Total Amount Financed
7611'7
Interest
+1813"
Total Note
$9424"
A.P.R. 10.90%
Term 4$ months
Payments per month 1196"
Lgnited

641 S.

"Sales Tax Not Included"
Time Only With Approved
G.M.A.C. financing

Stock No. 970
New 1932 Chevrolet Citation
4 door Hatch Back Sedan

Stock No. 457
New 1912 Cavalier a
2 door Hatchback Coops

Tinted Gloss, air conditioning, power
brakes, 2.5 liter ER L 4 cylinder,
automatic transmission, power steering,
rally wheel trinN PI85/80R-13, G/B radial
white stripe, -redwood split
light redwood metpllic exterior.

Front & rear 310oc mots, door ecjcp guards
wheel opening moldings, air conditioning,
rear comportment C0390 area cover, 1 8
liter, 2-borrel-L4 cylinder, automatic
transmission, tilt wheel, P175/80R • 13 G/B
radial white stripe tires, charcoal custom
vinyl bucket seats, red exterior, pin striping

Suggested Retail Price
1893617
Factory Invoice Amount
& Year Price
7948"
Cash Down
-500"
Amoant Financed
7448"
Credit Lffe Ins.
+247"
Total Anoint Financed
7696"
Interest
44133"
Total Note
9530"
A.P.R. 10.90%
Tenn 48 months
Payment per month 519811
Limited Time Only With G.M.A.0 approv
ed credit
."Soles Tox Not Included"

Suggested Retail Price
'9848"
Factory Invoice Amount
•& Year Cost
8666"
-Cash Down
9Q"!
Amount To Finance
8166's
Credit Life Ins.
+271"
Total Aliment Rimmed
8438"
Interest
-2019"
Total Note
110,449"
A.P.it 10.9%
Tenn 48 eseedite
Payments per swath 1217"
Offer Is Limited Time Only With Approved

Dwain Taylor Chevrolet Inc.

Credit Thru G.M A C
"Soles Tax Not Included"

753-2617

,11Piffle
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Davis Cup fanfare a dying celebration
By WILL GRDESLEY
AP Correspondent
The United States won
the Davis Cup again over
the weekend and a nation
yawned.
There might have been
a "right-on!" and a few
spontaneous "hoorays"
here and there, but
overall, a wide sweep of
Indifference greeted the
news that Uncle Sam had
asserted himself as No. 1
in the tennis world.
How sad.
There was a time the
feat would have been
trumpeted on the front
pages of the country's
newspapers. Radio stations would have inter-

DAILY FLIGHTS BETWEEN MURRAY AND NASHVILLE
From Wormy to Nashville
Flight
101
103
105

Depart
6:40 a.m.
12:45p.m.
5:00p.m.

Flight
102
104
106

Depart
9:40a.m.
2:15 p.m.
6:40p.m.

Arrive

Frequency

7:25 a.m.

Mon -Fri
Mon -Sat.
Sun -Fri

1:30 p.m.
5:45 p.m.

From Nashville to Wormy
Arrive
10:25 a.m.
3:00 p.m.
7:25p.m.

Frequency
Mon. -Fri.
Mon. -Sat.
Sun. -Fri

SUNBIRD AIRLINES, INC.
489-2199

rupted programs to
bulletin the progress and
the final result. American
chests would have swelled with a renewed sense
of pride.
The old silver bowl,
bought by a young Harvard student for $700 83
years ago with few who
thought it would someday
become the symbol of international court
supremacy, has lost
much of its luster.
This erosion can be
blamed on a sluggish,
unimaginative tennis
establishment and a new
breed of players inclined
to pursue their own personal interests in a boom-

ing sport of cascading
dollars.
Once one of the premier
sports spectacles, even
when tennis was regarded as a sissy country club
sport, the Davis Cup has
been allowed to
deteriorate into a secondary event- its star dimmed by a rash of unceasing tournaments and exhibitions. Promoters and
agents now call the shots.
When Captain Arthur
Ashe bundled up his
forces, including the feisty but very patriotic John
McEnroe to cross the
Atlantic and play the
French team on a readymade red clay court in

Southern States
Now thru Dec. 24
Save on
Family Gifts

Grenobie, France, there oceans dozens of times. It
was no outpouring of the has been locked in bank
American press.
vaults, guarded like
The networks didn't see crown jewels, broken and
fit to televise it, reports even stolen. Kings,
were confined to terse, princes and premiers
capsule announcements have watched it change
in newscasts and subor- hands. The game's great
dinate space was given it and near-great have
on the sports pages. It toasted victories with
seemed that only tennis champagne filled to the
Cup's brim - 37 bottles
people cared.
capacity to be exact.
Of course, there was
The Cup was the dream
competition - Larry of Dwight Davis, scion of
Holmes' one-sided prominent St. Louis famiheavyweight title fight, ly and later Secretary of
the second-week of War. He donated the
poststrike pro football, trophy, as a Harvard
and a flurry of traditional undergraduate, was a
college football games member of the first U.S.
bearing on the year-end team that upset the
bowls.
British in 1900.
But the Davis Cup of
For the first 73 years,
other years never minded only four nations won the
such competition.
trophy - the U.S., BriIt was a high-priority tain, France and
sport ranked with the Australia. With the adWorld Series, Kentucky vent of pro tennis, the
Derby, and Indianapolis series became more
500 for public attention. It open, South Africa winnhad an Olympic aura.
ing in 1974, followed by
The old Cup crossed Sweden and Italy.

Eagles gain respect
despite loss to WKU
DIG-EZY
ROUND-POINT
SHOVEL
$860

WILD BIRD F000
1250 10 lb.

Reg. sug. pr. $13.60

Reg. sug. pr. $3.50
102-01010

47-in. handle Turned step.
106-121co

ALUMINUM
GRAIN SCOOP

20.1-cu. ft Chest Freezer
Energy-efficient unit features adjustable temperature control. counter-bal$43500 anced lid, tight-sealing gasket, sliding
baskets, textured door and body, signal light to warn of power outage,front
Reg. sug Pr
drain, lock with key eject, intenor tight
$532.00
and many more.

$12°°
Reg. sug. pr. $16.50
27-in plastic handle. 111
/
2-in.
141
/
2-in blade.
105-12587

MULTI-LOAD
GREASE GUN

SPO Poly
Cord Tires

$65°

As low as $29.95 Plus
$1.55 FET(P165/800-13)

Reg. sug. pr. $8.85
Develops up to 8,000 lb. pressure
Extra-large pressure piston displaces two-thirds more fibrous
grease per stroke. Safety lock

P195/750-14 $3635
E78-14 plus $2.15 FET

Reg. sug. pr. $/5.25

P205/750-14 $3775
F78-14 plus $2.27 FET

#5351, 095-14700

053-22490

P215/75D-14 $3999
G78-14 plus $241 FET

8- X 10-ft.'
HEAVY-DUTY
TARP
$2900
2

LATEX
SATIN ENAMEL
1 gal. $1095

as low as $2995 plus
$1 55 FET (P185/800-13)

P215/75D-14 $3995
G78-15 plus S2 36 FET

INTERIOR LATEX
FLAT WALL FINISH

070-07212

Reg. sug. pr. $37.25

1 gal. $895

"Lite-Tuff" tarp made of durable
cotton-synthetic blend fabric.
Treated to resist mildew and
water,Reiriforced. Rope in hem.

Reg sug. pr $11 75
White. #5301 095-14695

F225/75D-15 $4035
H78-15 plus $2.84 FET

These 4-ply polyester whitewall tires give you
outstanding mileage, durability, _road control
and smooth riding comfort. No seconds or blems.

Grip-Spur
Farm Truck
Tires
$5935 plus $3.14 FET

20-gal.
GARBAGE CAN
$695

7 00 x 15

Load Range C
$7355 plus $3.97 FET
7.50 x 16
Load Range D

Reg. sug. pr $960
070-05100

B-660
MULTI-PURPOSE
GREASE
Ctube
s5909
i2
u

052-34015

169
Reg. sug. pr. $191.00
Deep rugged tread design gives maximum
traction whenever the going is rough. Nylon
cord. Tube-type construction.

Warms shads, garages, etc
30.000 Btu's of instant forced-air
heat Check state and local regulabone On use of unwonted
heaters
058-01100

115-v
SOLID,STATE
FENCE
CONTROLLER

carton of 10 ism

$2075
u case of 30

CO-OP® 011-FIRED
PORTABLE HEATER
HAND LANTERN
$495
Reg sug. pr. $7./5
Without battery
070-05279

40,00
/111
1
6
.143
1,
11

By The Associated Press
Even though Morehead
came up two points short
on the scoreboard, the
Eagles were being talked
about like winners by
coaches on both sides.
Western Kentucky,
winner of 46 of 50
previous games against
Morehead in the friendly
confines of Bowling
Green, was on the ropes
before edging Morehead
66-64 in the college
basketball opener for
each team Saturday
night.
Western Kentucky, a
former Ohio Valley Conference member, looked
for a few minutes as if it
would be making some
big noises this season in
its new league, the Sun
Belt Conference. The
Hilltoppers rolled to a 3014 edge with 6:38 left in
the first half.
But Morehead took
charge from there, cutting the deficit to 33-25 at
the half and eventually
taking a 50-47 edge with
about eight minutes to go.
But Western Kentucky,

which was led by Percy
White's 27 points, got
some key baskets and
free throws from Tony
Wilson to save the day.
Wilson had two baskets
and four free throws in
the last six minutes to
finish with 16 points.
"I don't think we've
had any team in the past
that could have been
down 16 points at Western
and come back to take the
lead," said Morehead
Coach Wayne Martin.
-Give them a lot of
credit," Western Coach
Clem Haskins added.
"There was a lot of
pressure on us to win.
They had more reason to
get up than we did. I'm
sure they wanted to prove
we made a mistake in
leaving" the OVC.
Reserve guard Arthur
Sullivan scored 14 points
to lead Morehead.
In other major college
games Saturday, Eastern
Kentucky plastered
Clinch Valley, Va., 90-51,
while West Virginia Tech
surprised defending OVC
champion Murray 84-75.

College Basketball Scores
Saturday's Scores
EAST
Bowling Green 50, Cornell 48
Brown 83, New Hampshire 67
Drexel 51, Delaware 44
George Washington 80. Towson St. 77
Harvard 63, urr 56
Hohstra 95,Dowling 58
Penn St. 97, Maryland 79
Pitt 80. Westminster 67
Princeton 72, Bucknell 43
Providence 72. Assumption 54
Rutgers 86, Fairleigh Dickinson 70
Syracuse 66, Fordham 44
West Virginia 103, St. Leo 60
Yak 99, Worcester Tech 81
SOUTH
Ala .-Birmingham 80, Mo -Kansas CIt2 80
Baptist 76, Methodist 43
Centenary 85, Mississippi Call. 68
Duke 70, East Carolina 65
E. Kentucky 90, Clinch Valley 51
Fisk 79. Morehouse St 77
Georgia St 83, Hampden-Sydney 59
Jacksonville 75, Eckerd 56
Kentucky 90, Butler 53
Memphis St. 71, Wyoming 45
Nicholls St. 85, We. Carey 68
N.C.-Asheville ID, N.C.-Charlotte 59
North Georgia 111, Talladega 59
South Carolina IS, Armstrong St. 68
SE Louisiana 73, Coll. of the Ozarks 48
South Florida N.Florida ARM 77
SW Louisiana 1%, Fla International
54
SW Missouri St. at Miss Valley. ppd
weather
Tennessee 84, Biscayne 59
Tulane 78.W. Texas St. 64
Virginia Tech 65, Augusta Coll. 60
W Carolina 111, Emory k Henry 65
W Kentucky 16, Morehead 51. 64
W Va. Tech 84, Murray St. 75
MIDWEST
Bradley 90, Loyola. 111.00
Cleveland St. 70, Denison 53
Dayton 112, Otterbein 77
U1.-Chicago lb,Samford 82
Mlnois St. 62, Chicago St. 54
Indiana 91. Ball St. 75
Indiana St. 113, Manchester 76
lows St. 611, Neb.-Ontaha 63
Kansas 91, U.S. International 74
Kansas St. 72, S. Colorado 57
Kent St WI,St Joseph's, Ind. 76
Michigan 87, Akron 75
Mkuiesota 13, N Dakota St 61
Illimouri64, North Carolina 60
N. Minas 62, S. Ulinois61
Notre Dame 74,St. Francis, Pa 49
Purthae00,E. Minois 54.
St Louis 97, St. Ambroile 73
S. MIssiaappi 75, NE Louisiana 65
Stanford 84, Cal-Riverside 71
Toledo IS, Rollins 56
Valparaiso 10, Minds Tech 67
Washington St, 16, Wisconsin 64
W Illinois St Ferris St. 75
SOUTHWEST
Arkansas 74.SE Missouri 57
Art -Little Rock 75, Arkansas Coll 61
Arkansas St 72, Belmont 16
LOIlifeenll Tech 16, Pan American 58
Southern Methodist 52, Neb
Wesleyan 54
Texas 53, N C Wealeyan42
Texas Christian 76, Texas-Arlington
74
Texas-E1 Paso 94. Western St . Colo

San Jose St 71. Puget Sound 80
Santa Clara 10, Idaho St 69
Utah St. 100, Northridge St. 62
TOURNAMENTS
Crush Clunk
Champicenhip
DePa ul 73, Arizona St. 72, OT
Third Place
Davidson 54, Texas Tech 51
Great Manta Shoitout
Semifinals
Louisville 51, Washington 47
Vanderbilt 72, Clemson 63
Consolation Round
Florida 72, Ala.-Anchorage 52
Illinois 72, Texas &kW 70
Lapchick Memorial
Championship
St John's62, Ohio U. 52
Third Race
St Mary's, Calif. 71, Army 61
Spartan Cutlass Cleasic
Championahip
Michigan St 62, Cent. Michigan 47
Third Place
Wts .Green Bay 31, W Michigan 42
Tennessee Classic
Championship
Tn.-Chattanooga 68, Tennessee St. 51
Third Place
Middle Tenn. V,Austin Peay 82
Utica Classic
First Round
Youngstown St. 55, Columbia 51
N c -wamingtor 59, Utica 51
Virginia Tipoll
Championship
Virginia 69, Va. Commonwealth 63
Third Place
George Mason 96, Johns Hopkins 58
Sanday's Scores
EAST
Boston Coll. 96, St. Michael's 56
Dartmouth 81, Bowdoin 56
Duquesne 71. Indiana, Pa 45
Villanova 13, Colgate 63
SOUTH
James Madison 51, VMI 33
WI:DIVEST
South Dakota 76. Yankton 64
FAR WEST
Montana Tech 74, E Oregon 72, OT
TOURNAMEliffS
Great Alaska Shootout
Championship
I auurville SO, Vanderbilt 70
Third Place
Washington 76, Clemson 66
Fourth Place
Illinois lla Florida%
Seveeth Place
Texas Aktil 93, Alaska-Anchorage 65
Hawaiian Tip-Off
Championnsip
Hawaii 68, Louisiana 66. 8$
Kettle Classic
Championship
Houston 106, Lamar 72
Third Place
Texas-San Antonio 57, Arisena 56
Utics College Mills Classic

se

Tulsa 70. NE Oklahoma 61

$461)(1
Reg sug. pr. $55.50
Powerful shock for 1/1700 second Lightning protection on fences
and power lines Fence indicator lamp shows current to fence
081-25005

Murray

FAR W2...1
Air NW 49, San Diego 47
Colorado 71, N Colorado 49
Fullerton St fn, N Arisona 55
Georgetown 67, Hawaii-Hilo 37
lows Si. Brigham Young NI
Louisiana St IS, liswati-Parifir 76
New -Las Vegas 65, Oklahoma $4
New -Reno 115. Chico St 64
Pacific 64, Portland 51

Youngstown St 561. NC-Wilmington 52

Basketball...
(Continued from Pg.6A)
Fulton City (8 p.m. varsity tipoff.
1. Also, Murray's
Tigers host Paducah
Tilghman beginning with
a junior varsity matchup
at 6:30 p.m.
Saturday the MHS girls
host Fordsville in a 3 p.m.
encounter.
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Residents trade tractor for Percheron horses Farmers hope for better financial year in 1983
LEAVENWORTH, Ind.
(AP) — About four years
ago, Rob and Lela Roby
decided to junk the old
tractor in their barn and
buy something more
dependable.
They didn't get a
Massey Ferguson or a
John Deere. They bought
Bonnie and Connie, two
1,800-pound Percheron
draft horses that are pulling a lot more than their
own weight around the 40acre farm.
The Robys, both 31, use
the huge beasts to plow,
cultivate and harvest
corn at their southern Indiana homeplace. The
horse team also comes in
handy for mowing hay,
hauling firewood or going
into town to buy
groceries.
"They can do anything
a tractor will do, and you
don't have to worry about
them starting when it's 20
• below," said Roby, who
has farmed for about
eight years.

Mrs. Roby said she
loves to drive the team,
even though she has to
stand on tiptoe to harness
them, and her feet don't
quite reach the floorboard when she's riding
in the old wagon.
The couple's children,
Piper, 5, and Levi, 3,
usually beg their parents
to ride along.
'When we moved here,
I said, 'Hey Rob, let's
farm with horses.' He
looked at me like I was
crazy," said Mrs. Roby,
who grew up in Closter,
N.J., a suburb of New
York City.
But Roby later agreed
to attend a farm auction,
reasoning that he and his
wife already had two
riding horses and a pony
and there was plenty
more space in the barn.
When the sale was
over, the Robys had two
draft horses and a complete harness set, and
about $3,000 less in their
checking account.

Dairymen hear Edwards
FRANKFORT— "lam
not against the dairy
farmers,I think the dairy
farmer is a victim," said
Dr. Frank Edwards, an
economist at Murray
State University.
"More interference
usually works to the
detriment of the very
group it was designed to
help," Edwards said. -In
the case of the dairy industry, after a while, the
benefits of price supports
don't offset the increased
cost."
Edwards was speaking
to the State Board of
Agriculture, meeting in
Louisville during the
North American•International Livestock Exposition. The NAILE is sponsored by the Department
of Agriculture, Alben W.
Barkley II, commissioner. Commenting on
Kentucky's milk
marketing law, Edwards
said, that one of the
primary problems is that
the cost of milk is based
on the total cost to a
store, not only direct
costs, but indirect costs
such as overhead and
transportation as well.
We always need to consider what happens with
a policy which attempts
to subvert the normal
channels of supply and
demand, Edwards said.
If we keep prices high,
over-production is bound
to result. More intervention can turn into a
nightmare, with extensive surpluses which need
to be handled, ad-

ministered and stored.
Barkley said that the
latest federal proposal to
put a tax of 6 cents a hundred weight on dairy production will make the
nightmare even worse.

The couple learned bow
to outfit the horses and
hitch them to a wagon
mostly by trial and error,
Roby said. They got a few
lessons from some Amish
neighbors, members of a
Mennonite sect that opposes the use of motorized vehicles on religious
grounds.
There are several
dozen Amish communities in southern Indiana near where the
Robys live. Some of them
own workhorses, but
most of the teams are
Belgian, a different
breed.
"We don't have any
strong religious beliefs
against tractors," Roby
said. "We just like using
horses."
The Robys are always
on the lookout for old
farm equipment that they
can hitch up to their
team. It's not easy to
find, because most of it
isn't being made any
more.
By going to sales and
salvaging odd pieces here
and there, they have acquired a farm wagon for
hauling corn and
firewood, a plow, a
cultivator, a mowing
machine,a hayrake and a
buggy they use for
pleasure trips.
But Robv's pride and

joy is an old meagre
spresder be get from a
farmer down the raid
who was preparing to
throw it out.
"It took me a while to
figure out what piece
does what, but once!
looked it over, I saw that
It worked fine," he said.
While some nearby
farm families think the
Robys are a little odd for
turning their backs on
modern technology, it
doesn't seem to matter
much to Roby and his
wife.
"We had a race when
we still had the tractor to
see who was faster," he
said. "She mowed hay on
the tractor and I used the
horses. I won."
The Robys said they
like farming with draft
horses so much, they plan
to buy more and start
breeding them. But that
will take more money, so
for now Roby is keeping
his full-time job selling
and servicing fire extinguishers and his wife is
continuing to work part
time at a doctor's office.
"We'd like to get to the
place where we could
concentrate totally on the
farm," she said.

WASHINGTON i AP) —
After three low-income
years in a row, farmers
are geanng up for 1983
and what they hope will
be improvements in their
financial balance sheet.
The Agriculture
Department's 58th annual outlook conference
begins today to examine
the U.S. and worldwide
economic situation for
signs that will be meaningful to American
farmers and consumers.
Experts from USDA,
other government agencies and the private sector will address major
issues — ranging from
exports to food prices —
in hopes of providing
some insights and,
possibly, a few answers
on what lies ahead.
Speakers at the opening
session of the three-day
conference include Martin Feldstein, chairman
of the White House's
Council of Economic Advisers; Commerce
Secretary Malcolm
Baldridge; and
Agriculture Secretary
John R. Block.
Other key sessions this
year will focus on the
outlook for finance and
credit, marketing and

commodity -by commodity amassment*
of supply, demand and
pnce situations.
The annual outlook conference, which runs
through Wednesday, is
being held this year
against a body:Imp of
gloomy economic news
which has darkened the
nation's agriculture for at
least three years
Net farm income, an indicator of the general
financial situation, is expected to be down in 1982
for the third straight
year
The USDA
estimates net income at
about $19 billion this
year, compared to $19.6
billion in 1981, $34.4
billion in 1980, and $311.7
billion in l97 — when it
rose from $25.6 billion in
19'71.
No income forecast for
1963 is expected to be announced at the outlook
conference because of a
new policy Initiated last
winter when USDA stopped issuing annual projections so far in ad-

vance The official 1182
income forecast was not
reamed until Sept- 1
The latest IRO farm IACONO analysis by USDA's
Etaistanie Research Service was released on rri-

rimy It said that roam:
farm income is expecte<
to rise Ito 2 payer& air,
aisles livestock receipt&
and direct government
payments Mast declining,.
crop cash receipt&

For Sale. Runs on electricty. Runs 8 hours before
needs recharging. Runs 35
m.p.h. Good condition. Can
IN seen at 1519 London Dr.
Murray, Ky.

WARM GIFTIDEAS

"SERVING THE
ENTIRE PURCHASE
AREA"
Keep newly orrived calves
alive and avoid setbacks
with this Purina stressfighter.

BUYERS OF
CORN-WHEAT &
SOYBEANS
V/ 753-3404

A KERO-SUN'PORTAILE HEATER IS
THE ECONOMICAL GIFT THAT SPREADS
WARM FRIEUNDS ALL YEAR LONG
Give tne varrn morkey-srAng gift
that your family and trienos can use
wherever they go—a Kero Sun•
POrtabie heater mere are io mooess
and sizes to choose from AS 99 9%
fuel-efficient_ All cost Just pennies
Per hOur to overate They re
smokeless ano 000riess in
operation Easy to operate safery
rested and listed by Under writers
LabOratOneS
A Kero-Sun • portable kerosene

Ask a Calloway County
horse trainer where he
buys his horse feed...

Ask a Calloway County
hog finish floor owner
where he buys his hog

KE
Grain
Merchandising
RAILROAD AVE. MURRAY.KY.
.:•:.7.:.

wi Ser*K.

ow,•

4.1•

I

NOW
AVAILABLE
"
AT:

neater can be used in the Wing
MOM Kitchen basement vacation
home work place add On room
and many more avoicanons
People remember you ali year +ono
wnen you qv* a warm money
&WIN;Ott See ttw full law d
Kero Sun oortao•e nesters today
KI*0-SUN HEATERS GM A (.07 06
VIMWT14POI TN! MONEY

MURRAY
SUPPLY
COMPANY
208 E. Main

753-3361

Southern States
•st

GROWERS
LOOSE
LEAF
FLOOR

PETE WALDROP & ROB McCALLON

NOW RECEIVING AIR CURED & DARK FIRED
AT

-

2

FULL SERVICE LOCATIONS

GROWERS FLOOR NO -1---IT:IR:ATI
AVE.
l `E
E
GROWERS FLOOR NO. 2

ONE BLOCH AWAY
AT 207 MAPLE ST.

FLOOR CHARGES
$65° PER HUNDRED POUNDS
FLOOR HOURS 7 A.M. TO 5 P.M. OR ANYTIME BY APPOINTMENT
PHONE 753-3678 OR 759-1707
AFTER HOURS 753-7249 OR 753-8935

GROWERS LOOSE LEAF FLOOR
OWNER OPERATED BY ROB McCALLON & PETE WALDROP

YOU
Are Cordially Invited to Attend A

SOUTHERN STATES COOPERATIVE
FARM AND HOME SAFETY ACTIVITY
to be held at

SSC.,INC.

CALLOWAY SERVICE

Industrial Road
Murray Kentucky
THURSDAY,DECEMBER 2, 1982
10:00 A.M.to 12:00 Noon
'Mr. James Hornbuckle, Fire Chief of tits City of Merroy Fire Deportment,
will speak on how to handle a fire and demonstrate fir. extinguishers.
'Ms. Jean Cloar, Extension Agent, University of Kentucky Extension Service,
will present slides on stoves, their care, and placement.
'Mr. Jerry Gorrell of Morray-Calloway Ambalence Service wiN speak on first
aid for fire related inieries.
REFRESHMENTS
DOOR PRIZES
BRING YOUR FRIENDS AND NEIGHBORS
Sponsored by Atetabors
SOUTHERN STATES MURRAY FARM NOME ADVISORY COMMITTEE
Mrs. Mark A. Mow Cho. Mrs. Willow E. Hendee
Rt. 3
Rt. 4
Merrily, 17 42011
Money, KY 42071

Mrs. Glean Crawford
Rt. 7
Mornay, KY 42071

Mrs. Rob Mccalles, Secy.
It. 2
Merrily, KY 42071

Mrs. Eddie Wiriness
Rt. 1
Morro,/, KY 42171

Mrs. Jim Stabler
It. S
Murray, KY 42071

753-1423

loodestriel Rd.

SSC., Inc. —
Calloway Service
Mr. Gary lows,
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2. Notice

2. Notice

3E"X

Wo__M
2. Notice

2. Notice

of the most charming
traditions of the season:
Christmas Tree by

4E

NEW
ARRIVALS
14 Kt. Gold
Chains

CHRISTMAS
OPEN HOUSE
Brenda's
Antiques

Rent Your
Santa Claus
'Suit Early
Call
753-1805
Now For Your
*School
*Church
Party
Kappa Dept.

light & heavy weight
'Herringbone
•C Chains
•Serpentine
•Bos end rope chains
60% off
GOLD & SILVER
WHOLESALE
JEWELERS
(Inside Vernon's
Western Store)
Olympic Plaza
His. 9-9 Doily
1-6 Sunday

Hwy. 45 1. South
feften, Tn. Sunday
Doc. 5, 1982 Hours
1:00 to 5:00 p.m.
Santa Suit Rental. Mr
Tuxedo. Call 759 7

e accept - Viso
nd Master Charge
Fur your
photographic
needs
CARTER STUDIO
00 Main 753 8298

NOTICE
Fey your ceavenience, Jim
Satter free our Sales Dept.
will he at oar showroom
from 0:30 PM to 100 PSI
es Mondays, twangy.,
Thursdays and Fridays.
PURDOMS, OLDSMOSILE,
PONTIAC, CADILLAC
1406W. Alain
7535315

Scree Psrable

Isildiugs
Mayfield, Ky. 25% off ell
Storage buildings. Thursday
Dec. 20th, sizes IRS Niro
12'130.
-7831

"If you think the idea
of personal service
is gone, you don't
have insurance with
National Life and
Accident."

TCM-131
Ed Jennings
Box 64
Murray, Ky
42071

CUSTOM
JEWELRY

/
1 Have 5 minutes? Coll
759-4444 for an inspirational message to
brighten your day.
Children's tape 759.
4445.
1.

DOWN
1 Band of color
2 Teutonic
deity
3 Recent
4 Profound

5 Mixes
6 AL's neighbor
7 Note of scale
8 Scrap
9 Thailand, formerly
10 Moment
11 Sedate
13 Packs away
16 Mature
19 Crown
21 Cipher
22 Noblemen
25 Lifting device
27 Showers
30 Vapor
32 Cozy corners
34 Actual being
36 Covetous
person
37 Kite
38 Fixed period
of time

GOLD &
SILVER
WHOLESALE
JEWELRY

1

2

Answer to Saturday's Puzzle

IllgOGUI

EROS DEE
Aping RUNC AN
0 S BOU IIJI 0 I CI
TO EIGER IIDECT
CI R MO Tgici T sau
UUSES ()CIS NR
Ega ti CI EU R E PO UU
All 1111111310 ID A N T u
ga ED Dun p MORN
E CIE T 6 N EIGI N u

40 Handles
41 Pintail ducks
44 Falsifiers
47 "At liberty"
49 Snare
52 Drink slowly

4

3

5

6
12

11UUUUU
14

15

19

18

24

OL 10

SOW

COO CICITE
FOR CI IES

UU
20
UU

4,1*

21

27

28

UUU
39
40
UUUU
U
43
•UU" 49 45 UUU
50
41

lill

MIMI52

1111
WM

48 UUU
53
57 61
59

54

55

UU°UU
62 UUUU

NI

ERASE SCRUB ERASE
ERASE SCRUB ERASc
ERASE SCRug

ERASE

LOOK AT -MIS, MARCIE!
TWELVE PERFECTLY 6000
PENCILS, BUT I'VE WORN
OUT ALL THE ERASERS...

The family
of
Walter Wilson
deeply apreciate
every kindness
shown by
everyong during
our recent berevement.
5. Lost and Found
Lost Gold Bulova Accu
tron ladies watch. Lost
in the vinicity of Kroger. Call 7531492 or
753-3936.
Lost coon dog in the
New Concord Area.
Black and tan with
plate. If seen, call
753-1440 and ask for
Frank.

EVEN MY PENCILS
CRITICIZE ME

TI-IAT SHOULD TELL
YOU SOMENIN6,

try#

41.4110R•
"
;1•

(
V'
/
1
4
(
011
Signeigo

•

If 29

IT'S A GOOD THING
WE STOPPED OFF AT
THIS MUSEUM,
SLUGGO
MUSEUM
HOURS
10 TO 5

1 I

CARD OF
THANKS

Sandy Keyes Outland wish

10

38

PUBLIC
TRANSPORTATION
AVAILABLE
Murray Calloway
County Transit City
Comity Service.
751•9725

3. Card of Thanks

to thank Dr Billy P'Poole
and meth and every sermaimir
of the nursing staff and
personnel on the second
floor of Murray Collowey
County Mospitol for giving
Sandy suck tender loviag
care for the lest two weeks
of his kfe.
Also we give our heartfelt Menke to eil the
relatives, friends and
neighbors for the beasrtifal
floral offering and cords,
the delicious food and most
of ell their prayers.
Special gratitude goes to
Bro. Terry Sills and to our
pester et Sinking Springs
Church, the Rev. Eddie
Toeing who gave us his sap
port and lave during run
long vigil rewords the end.
With love to ail.
Eddie Mee Ootiond
Mr. and Mrs. Angel Griffin.

-'
1 11

1-

BEETLE, IF IT'S
)oT Too MUCH
TROUBLE, WILL
YoU GET ME
A COFFEE

HOW
COME?

6.,
451
61
- 0.?
Assi • 4
0;
4W -1

IF WE DIDN'T,
I WOULD'VE
FORGOT TEN
THAT AUNT
FRITZI ASKED
ME TO PICK UP--

ere
,.
EGYPTIAN
MUMMY

11 :11

ttivo

MA R

WEL L?

I'M MU LL )r\IG
OVER WHETHER
IT vVOLJLP BE
TOO MUCP
TROUBLE

r KNEW
AT
NICE TONE WAS
ALL FAKE

GET
IT

1110E,T
takger
I)

1-4ERF3 WANTS TO
KNOW IP I CAN
SKIP DINNER
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CRUISE SHIP JOBS!
GrVat income potential.
All occupations. For
information call: (312)
741-9780 Ext. 25.54.
Job's OFFSHORE.
Send stamp for details
to: OFFSHORE, Box
973, Murray, Ky. 42071.
Mechanic wanted. New
car dealership. Send
resume to P.O.Box
1040G.
Service Manager
needed. Salary plus
commission. New car
dealership. Send resume to P.O. Box 1040H.
TEXAS REFINERY
CORP, needs mature
person now in Murray
area. Regardless of
training, write D.T.
Sears, Box 711, Ft.
Worth, Tx. 76101.

9. Situation Wanted
A couple would like to
rent a one bedroom apt.
or house in Murray.
Please call 762-6251.
Male Graduate Student
desiring to rent furnished apartment in
nice neighborhood for
occupancy around December 151h. Write:
Dan Self, 2710 Lewis
La., Owensboro, Ky.
42301.

14. Want to Buy
30" White electric range
in good condition. 7537853.
A private lot equipped
for trailer hook-up,
electric pole, water,
septic tank within 3
miles of city limits or a
trailer on a private lot.
Call 759-4702.
Raw furs, raccoon, red
fox, gray fox, muskrat,
mink, coyote, opossum,
beaver. Owen McClellan, P.O. Box 63,
Pulaski, III. 62976,
Phone 618-342-6316.

15. Articles for Sale

-A ROLL OF
ADHESIVE
TAPE ON THE
WAY HOME
Ori'

753-2835
6. Help Wanted

2. Notice

The family of the late

2
1UUU32UU
34
35

33

Court Square

•ri

•

CARD Of
MAIMS

17

16

30

CA

UUUU13
UUU
22
23

28

W

8 9

Furches Jewelry

3. Card of Thanks

A ITE
TOSS

that's loaded with features CY uses standard cassettes
O One-handrone-touch recording for simple convenient
operation C Instant-edit function allows on-the-spot
corrections with gap-free results on playback 0Cue
and review. for quick *cation ot specific tape portions E
Automatic end-of-tape shutoff releases both playback
and record buttons to protect the cassette and minimize
wear 0 LED record/battery check indicator C Three
way power Supply C Uses 4 size -AA" batteries
not included)
6.4"

(Inside Vernon
Western Store)
Olympic Plaza
Hrs. 9-9 Daily
1.6 Sunday

54 Resort
57 Compass
point
58 Pronoun
60 Negative
prefix

7

ChnstflIALS tree dinnerware 10 put on your ta010
and enioy ail through the holidays. Chnstmas Tree
giftware s0 you can share this tradition with friends
Christmas Tree "piece Buffet Sot and
Iii sorts of delightful gIttware

made to your
specifications. We
repair chains, size
rings, set stones etc.

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
1 Dispatches
6 Twelve dozen
11 Main. e.g.
12 Eagles s
nests
14 Sink Swim
15 Fish trap
17 Diplomacy
18 Small
amount
20 Award
23 Cow's cry
24 Heroic event
26 Lance
28 Compass
point
29 Raises
31 Commissions
33 Evaluate
35 Mixture
36 Mott contemptible
39 Blizzards
42 1N's neighbor
43 Artist's stand
45 Read superficially
46 Capuchin
monkey
48 Earn
50 Diocese
51 Finishes
53 Planet
55 French article
56 Liking
59 Whirlpools
61 Indian tent
62 Masts

Namd-theid Cassette-Corder with Great Sound,
Irellont-Edit
Big sound Iron the compact Sony Cassette-Corder

•

For Sale: New shipment of desks, chairs,
and file cabinets. Ross
& Sons Salvage. Martin,
T N 3 8 2 3 7 .
Phone:901-587-2420.
Like new TRS-80 Model
48K, 2 disc drive
with Line Printer VIII,
Telephone Modem.
Used 10 hrs. Real
Christmas bargain. $2,
495. Call 435-4366
anytime.
Odessey II Video game
system with 7 cartridges. Perfect
christmas gift for the
kids. Excellent system
just trading up to home
computor. Cost over
$350 will sell for $200.
Call 759-1020 sfter 5:30
PM.
Used Speed Queen 81b.
washers and 50Ib. gas
dryers. New DeWalt
radial arm saw made
by Black & Decker. Call
759-1613

16. Home Furnishings
5 pc. sectional couch
rust and beige upholstery. Call 753-5946 or
753-5940.
Duncan Phyfe dining
room suite (antique),
with table and 6 chairs
and a buffet. Excellent
condition. Also 48in, oak
round table with 6
ladderback chairs
492 8707.
MOVING SALE.
Broyhill solid Pine
Trestle Dining Table
with 6 chairs, modern
smoke glass top
breakfast set with
chairs, Mahogany desk
and chair, antique
smoke table, loose
cushion couch, den
chair, roll-away bed,
half bed with mattress
and box springs. 7591016 day, 753-5074 night.
Washer, dryer and dish w a sher , excellent condition. 753-3906.

20. Sports Equipment
Winchester 12 Ga.
Automatic, $150
New
H&R Single Barrell 12
Ga with box of shells,
$50. 753-711

•

,
1"

Chuck's Music
27. Mobile Home Sales

23. Exterminating
Free Inspection.
Licensed, Bonded, Insured. Serval' Termite
and Pest Control Co.
1300 E. Wood, Paris,
Tenn. Eddie Williams,
Ph. 753-8779, 9 to 5.

14x70 three bedroom, 2
bath, underpinning, 200
AMP service pole, all
electric. 437-4171.
1971 12x65, 8x12 extension on living room, 3
bedrooms, 11
/
2 bath,
completely furnished,
central air, accepting
bids. Call 759-1151 after
6p.m.

28. Mobile Home Rentals

Kelley's Termite
& Pest Control
Phone 753-3914

A two bedroom newly
furnished
Shady Oaks
Mobile Home Court.
Call 753-5209.
Nice two bedroom
trailer near Murrayno
pets. Call 489-2611.
Trailer for rent, see
Brandon Dill at Dill's
Trailer Cf.

24. Miscellaneous
Atari Video Computer
System, 5 game cartridges, like new. Call
753-4732.
CARS $100! TRUCKS
$75! Available at local
gov't sales. Call
(refundable) 1-312-9315337, ext. 1774B for your
directory on how to
purchase. 24 hrs.
FIREWOOD, good
hardwood (oak,
hickory, etc.) $25 rick.
Delivered. 527-3984.
FIREWOOD. Seasoned
oak and hickory 18" and
22". $29 a rick, Greenwood. $25 rick, delivered and stacked.
753-9600.
Fire wood for sale.
Delivery. 474-8042.
For Sale 2 Copy
Machines. 753-6141.
Raw Fur Hite Fur &
Root Co. Paducah, Ky.
443-6139.

27. Mobile Home Sales
12x55 Mobile Home with
central air, partly furnished, very good condition Call 435-4307.

30. Business Rentals
MOP'

Mini
Warehouse
Storage Space
For Rent
753-4758
AnommamomooMmmow

32. Apts. For Rent
For rent Hamelot North
-Apartments. Nice 2
bedroom townhouses.
Appliances, central
heat. 1 bedroom apartment also available.
753-7559 or 753-7550.
Furnished one bedroom, 753-8730. After
5:00 p.m. 753-6965.
Furnished apts., 1 or 2
bedrooms. Also sleeping rooms. Zimmerman
Apts. S. 16th. 753-6609.
One bedroom, near
downtown Murray. 7534 1 0 9 , 7 6 2 - 6 6 5 0 or
436-2844.

33. Rooms for Rent
$40 Room only. Apt. for
rent $75. 2 blocks from
campus. Call 753-8165 or
436-2411.

Gold & Silver
Wholesale Jewelers
Inc.
Olympic Plaza

14 Kt. Gold Chains
Light to Heavy Weight
Herringbone, Serpentine, Box And
Rope Chains And Many More.

60% Off
Custom Jewelry Made To Your
Specifications.
We Repair Jewelry, Sizing Rings,
Chain Repair, Setting Stones.
Hours: 9-9 Daily

1-6 Sunday

ATTENTION: WOMEN AND MEN
1 yes west as *Fortuity that cows rarely ii a anises's
Mime thee yes ewe it to yourself to iintstigato.
TN =dove awateICAREEI OMNI
. Neat AimarantINICIILY NITRATE,
. Aggressive with estgereg personality.
. Over 25(v satere)all STARTER
. Nigh Scheel radiate anion with venlig swim or
clilete
Nisi be out of lows 5 tights per wilt
ItAN KILLS PORTRAIT SIMMS has iwesliate epsoiogs he
satire, professionl sales-arieetel woes awl woo that old
to aro $15.111.0 xi up per year. S114.11 por wok while le
tnieiog with ostel exponses, car allowance awl corp.
bluetits. Experima is teaching. cosmetic. registry-retail
sales such as: Al.'. Tammy*, Sin Coventry, leloplum
salts helpful. Fir wool ioterview call Mho C. loll TILE
FL it 11111-543-S11 or 1-1111-$13-5121, Noisy Snick
Mersin, letwele
E.11.
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ELECTRIC
HEATER
SSO watts•2900 BTU's

p#4

• Durabio to* cote
• On'ea sod000r switch
• Clove moth sok*, gala
• Instant ribbon tiornonts

OS vales

Murray Home & Auto
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•

(xv)

• Safirty tIp-ove, s...c1+
• High loongrorakini cond

okay
• Coe...wawa carrying honclo
• Hingni 10%-, vitt* 15',.
dopih 6-

East Mein Street

44
33. Rooms for Rent

43. Real Estate

X.Pets-Supplies

United Ministry Center, AKC Registered Golden
1611 Olive St. (1 block Retriever puppies, 6
behind Granny's Porch) weeks old, 1st shots
$295 Spring Semester. Great hunting dogs or
Rooms available in family pet. 901-644-1301,
Dec. at end of this 642-8478, Paris.
semester. House has Miniture Dachhound
kitchen, study room, TV pupoleS. Call 753-1308.
with cable, gas apThree free kittens cute
pliances and air conand lovable. Got to go!
ditioning. 753-3531.
753-80C;;4er 5p.m

34. Houses/or Rent
Near Aurora, 6 yrs. old,
3 bedroom, electric and
wood heat, water furnished. $160 plus deposit. 442-5617.
Nice 2 bedroom on 641
N., 1/4 miles from city '
limits. $175 per month
with $150 deposit. No
pets. Call 753-4729.
Would like to rent a
three bedroom house in
or near Murray, call
this number, 753-5871.

43. Real Estate
Porticos & Tbenoesi
Insvrence
Real Estate
Sortbside Covrt Sq.
Murray, Kentecky
L53-4431

3.Pets-Supplies
AKC Alaskian Malamute puppies, nice
pets or guard dogs,
shots and wormed. 7539390.
AKC Reg. Boxer puppies. $80 or best offer.
Call 437-4892.
Yorkshire Terrier puppies, asking $120. Call
489-2651.

• II •

uth 12th at Sycamor
TELEPHONE 753-1651
Appointments
mode
for yaw convenience.
Fell time
soles
associates
evening
phones.
Afros McCarty. . . 753-7243
Manisa kittkl . 753-7729

Joyce Betswortt
Cry Spam
Ann inuttP

Office Coast te Gest
Dryers from Everywhere
Reiehie Serrice Sims 1/00
1912 Wearer Read
Mierey, Keehmky 1/071
(502)753-8186
Anytime
JOf I.. KENNON
&skit
licensed & Beaded

Homes von
1110=6.A.Mal

•••
/-4,

Angus Bull weighs
about 1500 lbs. has good
calves, it is gentle.
753-7531.

StrouT
Realty

7531222

REALTORS

37. Livestock-Supplies

Auk•

753-3310
753-1517
753-2477

Have that minifarm you have
always wanted. 17
acres and a splitlevel, four
bedroom home sitting among giant
Oak trees, with a
rec. room and
fireplace. A good
buy for the price.
Let's have an offer
on this home with
an assumable loan
at 1234.. KOPPERUD REALTY,753-1222.

•

4.

)Clarion
100 WATT
Hi-Way Fidelity
Equalizer/ Booster

$110.00
Sunset Boulevard
Music
Reg. 179.95

Dixieland Confer
asesteort St. 733-0113

RECORDS•TAPES•STEREOS

TV antennas repaired
TV Towers installed
Free Estimates. Call after 6 P.M.
435-4165
HELP WANTED
Paducah Pepsi Colo is seeking a General
Soles Manager. We offer a challenging
position with excellent growth potential,
salary plus bonus, company car, expense
account, extensive training program and
benefits.
Responsible for sales, marketing,
strategist and development of persoeeel.
Advancement depends on year performance end desire to move Moat.
Degree is market* or business
profited. Send resense including salary
history to 3000 Belt Use Paducah, gy
42001. Attn: Tim Elder.

_

46. Homesfor Sale
LOVE OLDER
HOMES? Enjoy the
luxury of large size
rooms plus many builtins with bright, cheerful
decor. New central gas
furnace plus garage
apartment for rental
income. Call 753-1492
today for your tour of
the property. Owner is
making this house affordable. He owns two
homes...his loss is your
gain. CENTURY 21
Loretta Jobs, Realtors.
Near shopping at 1397
Johnson you will find
this three bedroom
brick with fenced back
yard. Carpet, built-in
range, storm doors and
windows, drapes. $35,
000. Roberts Realty,
753-1651.
Nice home with extra
large family with
fireplace, 3 bedrooms, 2
baths, central heat and
air in good location.
Available for rent or
purchase. Priced in the
mid 550's. Call KOPPERUD REALTY 7531222 for more
information.

Services Offered

LAY AWAY NOW
FOR XMAS

Bows - Arrows - Accessories - Ben
Pearson - York - P.S.E. and others
We also have:

Rifles - Shotguns - Pistols - Ammunition - Fishing Supplies - Black
Powder :applies and Kits.
Free Gift Wrapping

SPORT
SPECIALISTS

- 46. Homesfor Sale
Charm and character
are in abundance in this
newly decorated 3 bedroom, 2 bath home. It
has the appearance of
stepping out of the
"House Beautiful"
magazine. It has a
formal dining room and
a sun room as part of its
many features. Priced
at $58,000. KOPPERUD
REALTY 753-1222.
HEY LOOK ME OVER,
LEND ME YOUR
EAR...Excellent
neighborhood.. Close to
shopping center,
groceries, and restau
rant. And I have spec
bus rooms and a flow
ing, easy floor plan
Cabinets and storage
galore...so„Look me
over by calling CEN
TURY 21 Loretta Jobs,
Realtors at 153 1492
This home is located in
Circarama on a quiet
tree-linid street. With
easing of interests, we
have the financial
knowledge to make it
affordable for you.
Just listed, two adia
cent houses zoned for
professional office use
Excellent location on
Main Street near down
town Can be purchased
together or separate.
Each priced in the 530's.
KOPPERUD REAlf
753 1292

tootor... Mr
aitmerve•
11•01•• OM 41
• sidoemler i s.tgion4 tranitoomoo
wasi

ease whams mese thr Irwin* rem I. rut, U.1
.•ta Arwoubbilr
•••. vollm iS.41,40 Arnow mir
fork ott lbw le r..aprem.
1ilm. maid imp yr•irmil Awl Alp WM*

53. Services Offered
APPLIANCE SER
VICE
Kenmore.
Westinghouse.
Whirlpool. 20 years
experience. Parts and
service Bobby Hopper
Bob's Appliance Ser
vice 202 S. 5th St
7 5 3 18 7 2, 7 5 3 8 8 86
(home).
Aleadenim mid Vinyl
sidle, and Aleminsim
trim for all kenos. It
stops paismino.
Jack Glover
753-1873

tT

PAINTING
WALL PAPERING

9-51311
seers Sm.flaw
FriAlliglets1118 p.m.
Till lase

Now Wattles
11M-Air Conte,
f
ir

.
/1
1 ft 1
ft ft ft ft ft,

53 ServicesOffered

52. Services Wend

CARPET CLEANING
Free Estimates
Satisfied references,
Vibra Steam Cleaning
(upholstery Cie/ming>
Lee's Carpet Cleaning
753 5121
Concrete, block, brick,
basements. bun
dations, drive ways.
Sidewalks.. patios. and
chimneys
Fret es
fimeteS. Cali 733 5474

ROOF
PROBLEMS?
Said a second -Mee? Build-up
or
ResIdentlel. local
Morasses. Call II*
Ofrolsod, 759-1718 or
753-11•76.

Will do pitinitting
'
,beating. carpentry, pain
tang and roofing Call 733
/211
Will haul white rock.
send lime rip rap and
masonary sand, coal
Cali Layton Hutson

DOUBLE D
CLEANING
SERVICE
We do any type
of cleaning.
474-813$

753-3716

753-5292
GENERAL HOME
REPAIR 15 years ex
perience
Carpentry,
concrete, plumbing.
roofing, Sliding
NO
JOB TO SMALL Free
estimates. Days 171
2159, nights 474 2276
Guttering by Sears
Sears continuous gut
fen installed for your
specifications
Cali
Sears 753 2310 for free
equ'n a te
Need wiiir-737% your
trees? Topping, prun
mg, shaping, complete
removal and more Call
BOVER'S TREE
SERVICE for Pro
tessional free care
753 0338.

L.P.'S and Tapes

WILL
(WILLING
We specielize in never
rest plastic wells. larod water linos sod
water systems.

11011Tfli
MCCALPIN
KM MILLIE
901-341-3176

Would you rather p.yO
or
$1139
for you listening enjoyment.
Shop "World of Sound" for year
Xmas needs - whether tapes il. Lp's
or a stereo for your car or home We

Service What We Sell"

Work! of Sound

2225.. 12th
7334865
Lay Away for Xmas

Dial-A-Sererice
(alp This Ad From The Paper
And Save For A Handy Reference)

Twin Lakes
Office Products

Taxi Cab Service

753-1123

1104•;14,13444 •;•411f
GOLD & SILVER
JEWELERS
INSIDE VERNON'S WESTERN STORE

5

4
We all accept in trade
towards purchase price of new
merchandise old jewelry,
coins,(old gold or silver), gold
hams, antique watches,
pression glass, dishes, botles, rifles, pistols, shotguns,
5 MM cameras or what have
ou.
Trades will be accepted on
tems in both stores.
Bring in what you don't
eed trade it for what you do
Vernon's Western Store
Plato

14nurs 9 9 Doily 9-6 &undo,

911
TWINES
If it'snerffh
PS,

electik,-then

‘
,9 SWAP SALE

Olympic

INTERIOR
EXTERIOR

Overby Honda

*'vitt igirr.t.tora•

808 Chestnut
753-0703
Locally owned and managed
Owen Nor:worthy L
Jim Pierceall

Desk Pon Sots
Pocket Pen Sets
Cross
Porker
%ZS
. Sheaffer
Attache Cases
Desk Sets

3141.1

,„.
PAINTING

SON

tst

•

lank,oar iloodo Mosta, .~1110 •wOW
•
1•Ikattro•I %ono,. se to erriP411.6
trire...1 prim
tor volt UMW oat ma r woo •trio..41 a
es. 'by 0.11 All
wr.a.omr*

1974 GMC• 6 cylinder.
straight shift 759 4703
after 5p m
1 9 7 6 Blue Dodge
Tradesman 300 van
Ton. heavy duty rear
enc. 310 engine. WO
0601K transmiStion. 71,
000 mites, partially
customized, good con
Call 491 1932
dition
after 4p.m

1977 CJ5 Jeep hardtop,
white Spoke wheels,
304-V8 3 speed 354 8385

drit‘

WSW 1011111SP
THIS NOWAY 11111ASON
MA PIKS MAI'S
A OM1111,111111

St USW Tradr3

50. Used Trucks

•

ttlittOtteefttottlft--

Ford V-8 302 engine
Doesn't use any oil and
runs go. $250 Iran
%mission to fit 302. MR
Eagle headers for Ulf
engine. $50 1534550

Two bedroom, 2! 2
acres, 7 miles east of
Murray on 280. 436-2802.

Is .

fl Service Offend

Agricuitrist do ell kind
1973 Pontiac Catalina,
of pruning. planting one
very good condition.
(*signing Thinning out
753.11110
munching. tutting
1974 AMC 360 C.I.
back. leaf raking, deed
Stationwagon. 1350.
root, surface *Milton
Also 1972 Datsun 510, 4
ReasOnable raters Cali
dr., good condition.
Tony. 7 5 3 602)
1900. 753-6514.
m
1975 Elite,* excellent SI.
Appliance service
condition, $1,450 Will
trade and guarantee me 1971 Savage Bass and *rasher. dryer%
car. 1003 College Farm Ski Boat, 16 ft 16 inches freezer, refrigerator
long, Moody Trailer, 115 electric heat, and
Rd.
miciewavii All brands
1975 Toyota Corolla, 5 Evinrude Motor. Troll
wviced.Call 7591322
Motor
Fin
ing
Depth
speed, air, excellent
if/11/IIMMAIMI
condition. One owner. der. see to appreciate.
753 7157
ROOR SANDING
Call 753-3090.
AND RIMING
1977 Lincoln Town 53.
Coupe, excellent condi
20 years experience.
tion, all options, 36,000
Stied floors eat
miles S4,750.753-1420
Sarno CIL
speakilty.
1971 Ford Fairmont, 2 swim am nal &Met
door, new tires. Will sell
NIHAU
Cotten Iris work.
or trade for cheaper
FLOOR CO.
INIVONIS. Cell Will Ed
car
351-6127
lade/1,753-M
1979 Toyota, 52,000
miles. Call 753-6977.
41111111M1111111111111111
Dale Spencer portable
sanctbiastirig and pain
ting Back pae service
also availablit Call 753
6626 after 6.00 PM
FREE ESTIMATES on
all electrical, plumbing,
painting and well pump
needs Licensed. Call
753.0092 or 733 9673
10% off all Archery Equipment WO Dec.
Fence sales at Sears
now Call Sears 753 2310
15th
for free estimate fOr
yOuf

45. Farms for Sale
Approx 45 acres. 3 miles
North of Penny on Hwy
.783. Highway frontage
on both sides. Call
.489-2425.
HALFWAY TO
HEAVEN or maybe
even closer - row cropping, livestock or a
combination of both
tobacco- barn,
milkhouse, farrowing
house, year round
spring-fed creek runs
through the property
into a 30 acre water
shed lake. Oh, yes,
ladies, there is a four
bedroom brick home
pampered by its
owners
What more
could you ask on this 293
acre country estate?
Possible assumable
loan of $152,000 at 7 to a
qualified buyer. Yes,
dial 753-1492 at Century
21 Loretta Jobs
Realtors.

310

Boats-Motors

•

Murray Supply

Chestnut Street

UiplCars

Import Auto Salvage
Engine 74 8210 A 13
$175 exchange 735 110
All 11.50 exchen)), star
ter and alternator 115
exchange 4717325
Renegade C.17 Jeep
Tep Call sae 2141 atter
SO n1

X

here the answer.
Call John Glover,
licensed with 2
yeers experience.
Answer* servic
provided.

Police
911

6 cm.-Midnipkt 7 Days A Week
Mese 753-5351/733-5352

Murray
Police Dept.
153-1621
Emergeucies
911
Calloway
Comity
Sheriff
153-3151

CIO

Aluminum
Service
Co.

Service
Company
Heco,ng and A I

(Aiolv y

Almainese sad Vinyl
%Wang, Costae tries

work. Roloataces.
C•11 WIN lid
753 OM

Condotioning

Soles and
Service Modern
Sheet Metal & Set,
Soles

viceDepattments

753-9290

RANDY

TNOINTON
NEATING AND All
CONDITIONING INC

Poison

LEE'S CARPET
CLEANING
Free Estimates

Control
The timelier Misr Oar Nies
end service a Rene, wed
Celogrey Calmly tilt
Cbosiew

753-11111l

753-7588

Vire

Stoma

or

Ouick
Dry deeming.
Upholstery cleaning
733-5527

Ol.sL

ey

Upholstery
les it 7t6

St
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Grover Charlton rites today

The funeral for Grover don Charlton. He was a
Charlton is today at 2 retired farmer.
Survivors include one
Franklin E. Scarp.m. at the Hazel Baptist
He is survived by five brough, 62, Rt. 2, Hazel, aunt, Mrs. Dewey
Church where he was a daughters, Mrs. Brent died Sunday at 11:24 p.m. (Lucille) Grogan,
Rt. 4,
member. The Rev. (Kathryn) Langston,
at Murray-Calloway and several cousins inJames T. Garland and Murray, Mrs. James(Ax- County Hospital.
cluding Daphine Kirnbro,
the Rev. James Kelso, his zilee) Kelso, Chatworth, He
had retired as an Rt. 7.
son-in-law, are of- Ga., Mrs. Wayne (Orla) employee
The funeral will be
of Chrysler
ficiating.
Reeves, Hazel, Mrs. Billy Plant at St. Louis, Mo., Tuesday at 2 p.m. in the
Music is by a trio com- (Rachel) Broach,
and was a veteran of chapel of Miller Funeral
posed of Marcelle Patter- Puryear, Tenn., and Mrs. World War II. Born Nov. Home, Hazel. Burial
will
son, Barbara Rodrigues Ray (Betty) Cameron, 4, 1920, Calloway
in
Coun- follow in the Green Plain
and Janice Baker, all Detroit, Mich.; one ty, he was the son of
the Cemetery.
granddaughters, with daughter-in-law, Mrs.
Friends may call at the
late Johnson Scarbrough
Mrs. Oneida White as Katie Charlton, Rt. 4.
and Iva Camp Scar- funeral home from 5 to 9
pianist.
Five sons survive who brough.
p.m. today (Monday).
Grandsons are serving are Estel Charlton, Benas pallbearers. Burial ton, James Charlton,
will follow in the South Huntsville, Ala., Dana
Pleasant Grove Charlton, Paducah, Hal
Cemetery.
Charlton, Puryear,
Mr. Charlton,88, Hazel, Tenn., and Halton
died Saturday at 2 p.m. at Charlton, McKenzie,
Murray-Calloway County Tenn.
Hospital. His wife, Mrs.
Also surviving are
Beatrice Orr Charlton, three sisters, Mrs.
died July 12, 1977, and one Genova Lassiter, Mrs.
son, Homer Charlton, is Curtis(Versie) Treas and
deceased.
Mrs. Calle Cooper, all of
Born April 21, 1894, in Hazel; 29 grandchildren;
Calloway County, he was 38 great-grandchildren;
the son of he late John nine great-greatCharlton and Azlee Bran- grandchildren.

Your Individual Betty Sue Orr
Horoscope dies;funeral
Frances Drake

Wednesdify

MICROWAVE COOKING SCHOOL

OBITUARIES'
be
Scarbrough funeral Tuesday Murray woman's mother dies
Mrs. Eva Gossum 81
Rt. 1, Wingo, died Sunday
at 9:30 p.m. at Community Hospital, Mayfield.
She was the widow of Victor Gossurn.
She was born Feb. 14,
1901, in Graves County to
the late Clint Berryhill
and Mettle Treantham
Berryhill.
Mrs. Gossum is survived by one daughter, Mrs.
Captolia Saxon, Murray;
two sons, Richard
Gossum, South Fulton,

THIS THURSDAY DEC 2 AT 7.00 P.M
FEATURING THE DUAL WAVE MICROWAVE
SEE THE G E HOME ECONOMIST COOK ON THE
ONLY MICROWAVE THAT COOKS FROM THE
BOTTOM AS WELL AS THE TOP.

Tenn., and Rue L.
(Butch) Gossum, Rt. 1,
Wingo; two grandchildren.
The funeral will be
Wednesday at 1 p.m. in
the chapel of Hopkins and
Brown Funeral Home at
Wingo. The Rev. Gayle
Barnes will officiate.
Burial will follow in
Pleasant Valley
Cemetery there.
Friends may call at the
funeral home after 5 p.m.
Tuesday.

Save
7500

TO

sl 50"
ON EVERY MICROWAVE

MURRAY APPLIANCE CO.
753! 5 86

2 1 2 E MAIN

EVERY TUESDAY
IS

TACO TUESDAY
2 CRISPY TACOS
For

99`

Offer Good All Day— No Coupons — No Limit

Nancy Walston Was 40 Years Old

At All Area

FOR TUESDAY,
Friday. Call Her and Wish Her
NOVEMBER 30, 1982
"Happy Belated Birthday" 753What kind of day will Miss Betty Sue Orr, 53,
died
Sunday
at
11:58
p.m.
4097.
iiiin°rirow be? To find °th at Murray-Calloway
what the stars say, read
NOW OPEN IN MURRAY-641 N.—ACROSS FROM STADIUM
Ihe County Hospital.
forecast given for your birth
She
was
a
resident
of
Sign.
623 East Madge C. Hazel
ARIES
Park, Mich., but she and
°
I
11
/4
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
Others may be tardy in her parents, Mr. and Mrs. $.11011111.111'
,111I*111,ici1litiii11;11I11-1 1 1JJ%i-111.111;11.1L114,1111111:1'1
t111itly ULU WI 4111.1.11:3'111111.11,14MITSII r
keeping appointments, but if John Halford Orr, had
.i.Murray since Juyou become angry,- you'll beea,.it
only make matters worse. ly•
It's The Total
Expect some differences of Miss Orr was a
opinion.
On The Tape
member of Tabernacle
TAURUS
Baptist Church, Hazel .""4111
That Counts
(Apr. 20 to May 20) tioC
Park. Born Oc. 18, 1929, in
Compromise is the keynote Calloway County, she
now regarding the use of was the daughter of John
Someone may Halford Orr and Novie
joint funds.
renege on an agreement miles Orr.
•
offering financial support.
She is survived by he
GEMINI
11.0parents,
'Mr
Mr. s.
and
(May 21 to June 20) aa
Murray, Ky.
Orr, and one sister, Mrs.
Prices Good While Supply' Last!
623 South 4th
Others
are
too
Jack (Martha) Burte
unpredictable to rely upon,
.
14
Weuon Cooking
exercise shaw'Oak Park, Mich.
Tennessee Pride
and may
Fun. Buddies
Or
The
funeral
will
independence in romance._ •
.
7111
worries
wednesciay
at
1
p.m.
711
could make you
Job
the chapel of Max Chur
tight-fisted about money.
chill Funeral Home. .01
CANCER
Burial will follow in Sou
(June 21 to July 22)
h avePleasant Grov
X ou
may
-Cemetery.
disagreements with a co
Not or
,
worker regarding business Friends may call at
methods. Concern aboutfuneral home after 5 p.m.
48 oz.
Mild 1 Lb.
12 oz.
loved ones could make youtoday (Monday).
withdraw into yourself.
Turner
LEO
••••4
Reelfoot Chicken
Lucky Leaf
Trail Blazer
(July 23 to Aug. 22) verzvu%
A loved one's unpredictable
behavior could make you
somewhat inhibited in their Leon (Jack) Jones, 87
303 Size
presence and uncertain about died Sunday at 1:20 p.m.
where you stand.
He was pronounced dea
VIRGO
.E4
np 1. on arrival at Weste
(Aug. 23 to Sept. 22)
Baptist Hospital
Delays or frustrations Paducah, after havin:4
12 oz.
about a career matter could been stricken at hi
4 qt.
3
59
25 Lb. Bag
make you press too hard. home, 1914 Washingto
For
«oxi
•
Don't let anger cause you to St., Paducah.
act too hastily.
Born Nov. 6, 1895, in
Parkay
LIBRA
Lipton
..fLin Calloway County, he was
&..
(Sept'2t°
—
the
son
of
the
late
H.L
Problems could arise about
a distant matter or in Jones and Lorenda Bell
communicating with others. Worley Jones. He was the
You may have to postpone brother of Dell, Albert
the purchase of a needed E.F. and O.S. Jones and
of Mrs. Laura Sinter an
isteap
IO
jts Mrs. Ada Fisher, a
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21)
rm deceased.
Money could become an Mr. Jones and his wife,
100 ct.
issue with a loved one. Be the former May me
careful of what you say (n
--. Hackney,to whom he was
anger, since you may regret married on Dec. 26, 1917,
Yellow
10 Lb.
it later. Try to be tolerant.
resided in Murray for a
SAGITTARIUS
)e'r4
40short time after hi
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21)
Fruit Drink
retirement as a lette
An urge for freedom could
carrier
with
United
64
oz.
Glass Bottle
make you inconsiderate of a
Postal Service
friend's feelings. Don't „
accuse others of not allowing Paducah.
He was a member o
you to be yourself.
t____A/ Broadway Church o
CAPRICORN
2 Liter
(Dee. 22 te jab. 19) VittfChrist, Paducah
Pay attention to the rules Paducah Lodge No. 127
of health and diet. you won't Free and A ccepte
be able to work efficiently if Masons and Letter Car
you're overtired. Curb a riers Union.
Nabisco Ritz
Pop-Rite
Survivors are his wife
tendency to self-indulgence.
Turner
AQUARIUS
Mayme, and severe
(Jan. 20 to Feb. IS) ''"'w
nieces and nephews.
Jumbo Roll
A friend may not be able to The funeral will be
join you in a planned outing. Tuesday at 2 p.m. in the
1 lb. Box
Despite an increased work chapel of Roth Funeral
load, remember that children Home, Paducah. Lynneed your attention.
wood Mathis will of
P SCES
XiU ficiate. Burial will follow
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
in Maplelawn Cemetery
4 Lb.
Gal
You may be letting family there.
problems interfere with your
career goals. Keep your aim Friends may call at
high, if you expect to funeral home after 4 p.m
today (Monday).
.succeed.

IMO JOHNS

D&T
Warehouse Foods
Oil

Sausage

Wieners

$1 5,

594

49"

$1 99

Leon Jones
dies Sunday

Bologna

Ice
Cream

69

Dog
Food

Applesauce

39

3

Margarine

1"

Tea Bags

.464

nt,

Onions

.78

Potatoes

Hi-C

Coca-Cola

894

9

Popcorn

Milk

99'

Hi-Dri

••••••

59'

II

Rent Your
Santa Claus
Suit Early
Call 753-1805
Now For Your
•School
*Church
'Party
Kappa Dept.

f

Coca-Cola
Tab
Sprite

$1 59
8 Pac
16 oz.
Plus Deposit

19

2

Crackers

129

White Cloud
Bathroom Tissue

$1"

JED

4 Roll Pkg.
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me OF

E20 TO $100 FOR
CUTTING

31L‘RING OR MUTILATING
BOOKS
REVVSPAPERS OR

PERIODICALS
MELONGING TO PUBLIC
LIBRARI Et
INCE CV. IITA

S

holid

those special gifts • •
we've got 107 ideas
to help you find them

422 SOO

e
1

Its never easy, is it, trying to buy everyone on your list just what
they would love to have and what you'd be proud to give them.
So were giving you 10 pages full of ideas and at special savings
too!
And it's just a taste of what you'll find at our Snyder Stores.

BASHFORD MANOR, DIXIE MANOR, INDIAN TRAIL, GREEN TREE MALL. GREENWOOD MALL KENTUCKY OAKS MALL,EASTLAND MALL

MISSES & JUNIORS
SWEATERS & SKIRTS
THE JUNIOR COLLECTION ...

12.90 ea

:

Junior acrylic sweaters from Present Co
in 12 exciting colors. Perfect for gift giving.
12.90
S-M-L. Reg 18.00
Junior Things Skirts, in your choice of
pleated and 4 gore styles. Great assortment of plaids. Sizes 5-13. 12.90

THE MISSES COLLECTION...

14.90

ea

Great wool blend plaid shirts in flare.
dirndl or pleated styles. Sizes 8-16. 14.90
Team them with cowl or jewel neck
sweaters in darks, pastels and white.
14.80
Sizes 34-40. Reg. $20...

a

19.90

31

4

ea

Softest angora blend cowl neck sweaters
in sizes S-M-L 19.90 Match them up with
solid color lined or plaid wool skirts 8-16
. . .19.90
.....
Reg. $30
SPORTSWEAR & JUNIOR VIEW

•

Save 25%
JUNIOR FAKE FUR JACKET

;••

29.90......
The perfect jacket to go with jeans or over your
prettiest skirt Choose from white, brown, wheat
Sizes S-M-L.

Save 25%
MISSES QUILT PANT COATS
"IA
‘
w- 11

Lit

Choose from poplin stadium length jackets with
novelty trim including piping, snap fronts, corduroy
trim, Camel. British Tan. Sivas 8-18,
COATS

Shop this sale today through Saturday.
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SPECIAL pURameE.- •
DAZZLING,..;
DIAMOND COLLECTION

.!

1;2

14KT. GOLD COLLECT-A-BEADS

;ts
u

50% Off & More

f7 311•

50% Off

Save now on the most popular necklaces
around! You start by slipping shimmering
14Kt. gold beads on a chain .. and then
you collect more beads and add them
for every occasion!
2 for 1.20
3mm
• 2 for 220
4mm
2 for 3.50
5mM
2 for 6.50
6mm
2 for 7.50
7mm
19.90
Starter Sets, reg. $60

Reg. $8044000.00
Now $30-92000.00
Our diamond buyer has put together a
fantastic collection of hand-picked
diamond jewelry. Choose the precious
diamond you've always wanted and save!
Rings, earrings, pendants, engagement sets, men's rings and
more! The beautiful jewelry shown
here is only a sampling of the great
selection gathered for this event!
FINE JEWELRY

FASHION JEWELRY

-mr

ENTIRE STOCK
MONET JEWELRY

RING SALE
LIFETIME GUARANTEE

25°h Off

11.99
An exciting sale of rings of all kinds! Choose
from genuine sapphires, rubies, opals,
emeralds, tigers eyes, Austrian crystal and
more! This is the perfect time to buy for
yourself and for gift giving!
FASHION JEWELRY

TACOA
GIFT BOXED JEWELRY

Reg. 5.00-30.00
Now 3.75-22.50
Beautiful basic chains, clip
and pierced earrings and
more. Great for gift giving
while this great sale is on!
FASHION JEWELRY

SAVE 200/o - 47%
LARGE SELECTION
ANTIOUED JEWELRY

3.99

4.00-10.00
Great for Christmas
giving! Necklaces,
pendants, earrings,
bracelets and pins to
choose from. Also combination sets. Goldtone
and silvertone in the
group.
FASHION JEWELRY

SFECIALI STERLING
SILVER JEWELRY

Reg. 5.00-7.50
Large selection of earrings,
necklaces, stick-pins and pins
in this great sale! Hurry in for
best selection.
FASHION JEWELRY

16" serpentine chain or choose
from a great selection of
charms. A great time to buy for
your Christmas gift giving.
Also sterling silver earrings,
4.99.
FASHION JEWELRY

SAVE 23% TO 30%
ARIS NOVA
KID GLOVES

DEARFOAM*
ORLON BOOTS

6.90

6.99

11.90

Regularly 9.00
Save now on
these warm
soft Dearfoame
boots in a
choice of colors including
cool blue, pink,
teal, navy, claret, or white.
HOSIERY

Rog. 14.00
Choose crew neck or
V-neck styling in this
handsome acrylic
pullover sweater.
Choose red, black,
grey, navy or ivory.
Have it monogrammed
FREE!
ACCESSORIES

Reg. 9.00-10.00
Save now on these smart Nova
kid gloves in your favorite
colors . . . burgundy, black,
navy, brown or birch.
ACCESSORIES

SAVE 25%
ARIS LEATHER
GLOVES

14.90
Reg. $20
Handsome leather shortie
gloves in black, brown and
cordovan. Perfect for gift
giving!
ACCESSORIES

SPECIAL VALUE!
PRINCESS GARDNER
WALLETS AND ACCESSORIES

Off
50%
Reg. 6.50-32.00
Now 3.25-16.00
Small leather
goods from
famous Princess Gardner,
French purse,
French clutch,
coin purse and
cigarette case.
ACCESSORIES

FREE MONOGRAMMING
ACRYLIC SWEATER

ENTIRE STOCK
BETTER LEATHER
HANDBAGS

25% Off
• AIGNER
• STONE MOUNTAIN
• PHILLIPPE
• GREAT AMERICAN
• ANTONiA
• CLEMENTE
A great selection of
styles and colors all
in genuine leather.
From $28 to $110
HANDBAGS
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great
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"COLORATURA
NIGHTGLEAMERS"
LINGERIE BY
VANITY FAIR

.

.

30°/o Off

r

*,

&IkI III

250/0 Off

-
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lk—

25°/0 Off

,

4

Reg. 614422
Now 9.60-16.40
Choose from nylon
pajamas, short
gown and coat in
castilian wine or
alpine blue.
Sizes 32-50.
LINGERIE

v•

ENTIRE STOCK
BRUSH SLEEPV/EAR
BY MISS ELAINE

.

... 4r.

Reg. $16433 Now 13.6044-75 •
Sr Ai,
iiirie-v-w4P
Choose from beautifully
:
•:
--11;41
*.,, ii
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coordinated brush gowns
i
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'
and robes in assorted
le
solid colors and prints.
$. N I
Sizes P-S-M-L
i
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SELF-INDULGANCE BRAS
BT BALM

..

.

10.88
ib...

14.50
This ttandeOme bra feetures ssamless lustresatin cups fora smooth
look with uncierwire for
good support Plunge
front hook. butterfly
lace applique White Of
beige. Sizes 32-388 &
C Sizes 32-38 D,
reg. 15.50 now 11.63
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SAVE 27% TO 30%
"FRANKLY FEMININE"
DAYWEAR BY
VASSARETTE

A
i
,
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OUR BEST DRESS
AT OUR
BEST PRICE

29.90 ,,*„„,.. . . .,../ x i
41P.#11 /11,1,

Full Slip, #5986, sizes 3240, Reg. 16.50 Now 11.99
Camisole, #5916, sizes 3238, Reg. 11.00 Now 7.99
Half-slip, # 5816, Sizes
S-M-L, Reg. 13.50 Now
9.99 Choose the above
in white, nude or
,..
black.
LINGERIE

REVLON BEAUTY COLLECTION
YOURS FOR 12.75 WITH ANY
REVLON PURCHASE
A $80 VALUE, this handsome make-up case in pizzazz
pink, complete with 10 luscious face colorings Choose
from Charlie, Jontue, Scoundrel and Classic Revlon. and
it's yours for 8 mere 12.75.
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Beautiful dressy
dress with
fon sleeves, great
for any special
occasion. Ruffles
bedeck the neck,
tront and back
of this charmer.
Navy, mauve,
rtse, blue, beige.
Sizes 8-18.
DRESSES
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Reg. 4.50 Now 3.3$
Now for warm writ beautiful legs
Underalls "Winteralls" the cozy
- pantyhose and panties all in one,in smart
colors for pretty legs! Now also the new
Oueensize included in the group
HOSIERY

Give the Gift with the Personal Touch
This Christmas show them you care by giving them a sweater or shirt with their
monogram on it. These handsome "Heat-Pressed" script initials, in your choice
of sizes, look so very impressive on their gift. Just leave your purchase with us
while you're shopping.

Orig. 14.00
Easy-care poly/cotton shirts
in white, blue or ecru. 141
/
217, average sleeve length.
MENS

ii*g. $22
100% Orlon acrylic V-neck
sweater in over a dozerr colors
to choose from! Sizes S-M-LXL,
MENS

Junior
Orig. $22
Choose V-neck or crew neck' styles for misses
in 100% wool. Heather & basic colors. S-M-L.
Juniors 100% British Shetland wool crew neck
pullover available in off-white, heather grey,
heather blue, rose, red, lemon, navy. S-M-L.
SPORTSWEAR & JUNIOR VIEW

SAVE 20%
MEN'S ARROW & VAN HEUSEN
FLANNEL SHIRTS

Great time to save on
these 100% cotton
flannel shirts in handsome, traditional
plaids. Great fall
colors to choose.
Sizes S-M-L-XL.
MENS

Boys orlon acrylic pullover has V-neck styling. Assorted
solid colors. Girls crew neck pullover comes in a variety
of colors. Sizes 4-6x, reg. 9.90 8.90
Teens, reg. 11.90 now 10.90
CHILDRENS

MEN'S CASUALS
BY REGAL

50% Off
A terrific price on these popular
jeans. Choose from straight leg or
boot cut styling.
MENS

Reg. 40.00 NOW 19.99
Choose from two great styles with
soft leather uppers on flexible unit
bottom. "Tie in light champagne or
brown. Sizes 71
/
2-11 & 12D.
"Slip-On" in light champagne,
sizes 71/2-11 & 12D.
MENS SHOES

S

gift ideas for only 9.90
YOUNG MEN'S
SATURDAYS SPORT
SHIRTS

YOUNG MEN'S
V-NECK SWEATERS

9.90

9.90

Handsome full fashion acrylic/
lambswool blend sweaters that
are sure to please any man on
Christmas morning, Choose from
a wide selection of colors
XL
Sizes
YOUNG MENS

Orig. 15.00
Gift-perfect long sleeve poly/
cotton plaid shirts in assorted
plaids to choose. Sizes S-M-L-XL.
YOUNG MENS

MEN'S SWANK®
BELT SET

9.90
Reg. 13.50
Gift-perfect, three 11
/
4" military
cotton web belts with metal buckle.
3 assorted colors. One size fits all.
MENS

Rag. 12.00
4 pair of Gold Cupo luxurious orlon
acrylic socks in a unique gift box.
A gift sure to be appreciated, a price
that pleases,
MENS

MEN'S ARIS®
KNIT GLOVES

9.90
Reg. 12.00
Gift boxed and ready to give, full
grain leather reversible belt in black
to brown. Two-tone buckle.
One size fits all.
MENS

Reg. 12.00
Warm, smart looking knit gloves
with suede palm. Choose from
assorted colors. One size fits all.
MENS

ROLFS® WALLET
KEY RING GIFT SET

MEN'S SHERPA LINED
WARM-UP BOOTS

9.90

9.90

Reg. 15.00
Sure to please any men on your gift
list, this handsome leather wallet
and matching key ring. Choose
black or brown.
MENS

Rag. 12.00
Save now on these comfortable
nylon warm-up boots with sherpa
lining. Choose navy, burgundy,
brown. S-M-L-XL
MENS

P*96

e

santa saving kids clothes
BOYS FLANNEL
SHIRTS

BOYS WARM-UP
SUITS

Rog. 24.00
Choose from zip-front, V-neck and
crew neck style jackets in several
styles, assorted colors. S-M-L-XL.
BOYS

BOYS FASHION
SWEATERS

12.90
Rog. 814-817
Great low price on these popular
sweaters! V-neck or crew neck
styles in assorted solid colort and
fancies. Sizes 8-20.
BOYS

Reg. 8.98
Save on these 100% cotton flannel
shirts in assorted plaids. Sizes 8-18.
Sizes 4-7, reg. 5.98 Now 4.98

- BOYS VAN HEUSEN
OXFORD & FLANNEL
SHIRTS

9.90
ttg. 12.00
hbOSe oxford cloth shirts with
.bUtion-down collar in blue, white,
maize and more. Long sleeve, tartan
plaid flannels. Sizes 8-20.
BOYS

BOYS LONG SLEEVE
KNIT SHIRTS

BOYS FASHION
CORDUROYS & JEANS

8.90

9.90

R•g. 11.00
Save now on these popular long
sleeve knit shirts in assorted solid
colors and stripes. Sizes 8-20.
BOYS

Rog. 12.00
Save now on 100% cotton dark
denim jeans and corduroys in
assorted colors. Sizes 8-16 slim, 818 regular. Sizes 4-7, reg. $10 now
7.90.
BOYS

GIRLS FAKE FUR
JACKETS

ENTIRE STOCK
GIRLS IZOD

19.90-21.90

25% Off

Reg. 828-830
Choose white, beige, grey or f9
these fake fu‘,jp,011iitt
smart girlslanritel
Wrst6oir.ict
GIRLS)
"
-11-4-11"- "

Rog. 814-859 Now 10.50-44.25
Choose from sweaters, skirts, tops
and more in this outstanding group.
Sizes 4-6X, 7-14 and pre-teens
GIRLS

k

ENTIRE STOCK
CHILDRENS
HEALTH-TEX

ENTIRE STOCK
CHILDREN'S
OUTERWEAR

TODDLERS ACRYLIC
CREW NECK
SWEATERS

30% Off

30% Off

8•90

Reg. 5.50-825 Now 3.85-17.50
Choose from polos, slacks, overalls, dresses, sets
and more. Sizes 3-24 mos., 2-4T, boys 4-7, girls
4-6X.
CHILDRENS

Reg. 840-$100 Now $28-$70
London Fog, Pacific Trail and more in this great
group. Many styles and colors to choose. Boys
4-7, 8-20, girls 4-6X and 7-14.
CHILDRENS

Rog. 9.90
Crew neciesweaters in many colors to choose
from. Great for monogramming. Sizes 2-4T.
TODDLERS

SHOP • LOUISVILLE Bashford Manor, Dixie Manor, Indian Trail • CLARKSVILLE Green Tree Mall • EVANSVILLE Eastland Mall • BOWLING GREEN Greenwood Mall • PADUCAH Kentucky Oaks Mall

home savings
lined open weave
nergy saving draperies

buy them today,
hang them tonightl
levolor mini blinds

•
•

•

•
•

r

•

15.88
48:84"
Shop,compare and save on these
smart looking separaiety lined
leno weave value priced draperies.
Available in natural, brown, rust
or blue. Great energy savers.
MS pr.
72x84"
WM pr.
96x84"
49.88 pr.
144x84"
DRAPERIES

4.
4.

4

•

1.

8

29.99

•••4444•11b
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Any Sem
23. 27. 29". 31". 32", 36", 36"
wide. all 84" long Bring the
beauty of these Levolor blinds to
your windows at this one great
price for any sizel Choose white
or alabaster in any of the sizes
above Made of 1" aluminum slats
with steel hoadrall and bottom
rail, wand tilt control
80x84" Patio door size, features
one hoadrall plus two 40" wide
blinds, special at 011.911.
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FIGHT BACK AGA NST
THE HIGH COST OF
HEATING and cooling your

i.4

•

mowl

home! Energy efficient
insulated and foambacked,
and lined draperies layered
with panels, blinds and
shades reduces winter heat
loss and maximizes air conditioning efficiency.
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Seeded Voiles - 3 Styles
10.88 2r42-

wide

ROOM DARKENER CUSTOM LOOK
WINDOW SHADES BY
JOANNA WESTERN
Great prices on these energy saving shades
Handsomely styled with fringe and scallops
White or ivory room darkeners.
11.88
33"-37" wide
18.88
38"-46" wide
23.88
47"-49" wide
All 6' long.
CURTAINS

DACRON* SEEDED VOILE PANELS
White, eggshell and assorted colors.
6.1111 ea.
60x81"
ea.
120x0).",itipry
DRAPERIES
VOILE
DACRON* SEEDED
White or eggshell.
988
48x84"
15.88
72x84"
96x84"
34.68
120x84"
RUFFLES
DACRON* SEEDED VOILE
Seeded voile ruffled priscillas in white,
eggshell & assorted colors.
14.118
81" long
CURTAINS

Ii

Dacron* is a registered T.M.of Du Pont

19

•

.88 Any Size Values to 50.00
SPECIAL PURCHASE! QUILTED
BEDSPREADS - TWIN, FULL OR QUEEN
Save now on these handsome bedspreads in a
wide selection of styles
and decorator colors. All
first quality, washable,
quilted-to-the-floor.
DRAPERIES

Your Choice
RUFFLED CURTAINS

14.88

_

Your Choice
2 Styles

• LACE EDGE
In white, natural peach, blue or coffee

• COTTON/POLYESTER
BROADCLOTH
White or natural
'-e

16.88ea
EMBROIDERIES
IMPORTED
FROM CHINA
60 x 64" long
Matching Valance,
9.88
Handsome embroidered curtains so
elegantly styled to
treat your windows
to beauty. Washable,
drip-dry. White or
eggshell in 3 patterns.
DRAPERIES

DECORATIVE EYELET OR
CHINTZ PILLOWS
Rog. 6.99
Plump 100% polyester filled toss
pillows with pretty eyelet coverings
Choose round, square or heart shapes
in white or ivory.
DRAPERIES

14.88
DELUXE HEAVYWEIGHT
VINYL BEAN BAG CHAIRS
Great price on these popular bean
bag chairs that are so versatile and
practical Choose from tan, brown,
black, red, yellow and blue
CURTAINS

25% Off
ENTIRE STOCK
ORIENTAL DESIGN RUGS
Choose from wool. olefin or nylon
fibers Assorted patterns and colors
Sizes 2x4", 4x6", 9x17. 2x9' runners
Not all sizes in all styles
Reg. 19.99-269.99
Louisville stores and Green Tree Mall

1
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39.99
7 PC. REGAL SAHARA COOKWARE SET

14.99
WEST BEND

Reg. 24.99
Handsome block with 5 kitchen knives. 8" slicer, 8"
2" paring knife.
1
4" carving fork, 3/
/
utility, 02" fillet, 101
HOUSEWARES

Large 12" family size skillet with non-stick interior that
is scratch resistant, more durable and longer lasting.
Matching acrylic finish with high-dome cover. Gift
boxed.
HOUSEWARES
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19.99
PC. ROGERS KNIFE SET IN WOOD BLOCK

NON-STICK 12" SKILLET

Regular 49.99
Set includes: 1 and 2 quart covered saucepans,5 quart
Dutch Oven, 10%" open fry pan, with DuPont
SilverStone interiors.
HOUSEWARES
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19.99
10 PC. WOK SET BY HOAN

Off
20%STOCK
CORNINGWARE

,

ROGERS 40 PC. SERVICE FOR 8

ENTIRE
Vaiu*s from 8.49 to 49.99 Now 6.79-45.79

A super value! 14'' steel wok with wood handles &
aluminum dome cover,stainless ring.7 useful utensils,
steaming rack, 2 cooking chopsticks, rice paddle &
more.
HOUSEWARES

•

19.99

'

Save on this stainless flatware in several patterns. Set
is 8soup spoons,8 dinner forks, 8 salad forks,8 dinner
forks, 8 teaspoons.
HOUSEWARES

Choose from Just White, Spice of Life, and
Cornflower, plus morel Great time to save on this
versatile corningware for yourself and for gifts.
HOUSEWARES
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Cooks 8 soft, medium or hard cooked eggs perfectly
poaches 4 eggs. Safe, thermostatically controlled heat
with light signal. Glass cover,
HOUSEWARES

Reg. 37.99
The electric deep fryer that makes6 generous servings
with just 6cups of oil. Handy lift and drain scoop,snap-'
on lid stores oil to use over and over.
HOUSEWARES
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69.99

49.99 Regular
44.99 Our low price
-5.00 Mfg. rebate

'
-

18.99

Open stock value 147.00
FREE SAUTE PAN, WHEN YOU PURCHASE
CLUB ALUMINUM 7 PC. SET WITH SILVERSTONE
2 qt. cov'd saucepans, 10" fry
/
Set includes: 1 and 11
2 qt. cov'd Dutch oven. Almond, chocolate
/
pan and 41
or gold.
HOUSEWARES

39.99

Your Choice
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59.88
FARBERWARE ELECTRIC WOK
Rog. 69.99
Electric stainless steel wok and cover with tempura
rack, control, and cooking chopsticks.
HOUSEWARES
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RAYTHEON MICROWAVE COOKWARE
The new cookware that actually grills, hard boils
eggs. and steams.
21.88
4 way egg-cooker, reg. 24.99
36.88
"
Steamer, reg. 39.99
16.88
Popcorn popper, reg. 19.99
96.88
All purpose grill, reg. 39.99
Not at Dixie or Indian Trail
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Multi-cooker buffet style electric skillet with non-stick
cooking surface, porcelain finish for durability and
beauty. Hi-dome vented cover.
HOUSEWARES
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YOUR FINAL PRICE

SUNBEAM ELECTRIC SKILLET

2 qt.
1
2 qt. Non-Whistler, orig. 29.00, stainless. 3/
stainless whistler, orig. 28.00. 2 qt. solid copper, orig.
32.00. 2 qt. solid copper signature kettle, orig. 29.99.
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PRESTO 6 CUP GRAN PAPPY
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OSTER EGG COOKER/POACHER
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26.99

CHAIR
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Versatile chairs with nautical cane seat and back,
gleaming frame. Lifestyle tables butcher block styles
round or square with chrome pedestal.
LIFESTYLE TABLES
34.99
HOUSEWARES
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CHROME-CANE CHAIR AND
BUTCHER BLOCK TABLES
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BY COLORFLO
WOOD GIFTS
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4

Save now on our entire stock of wood gifts with
decorative, lucite trim. Choose from cannister sets,
trivets, bread boxes, recipe boxes and much morel
HOUSEWARES
. .

.

. ,. . . . holiday g'ilft savings.
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.88 5 PC. PLACE SETTING
PFALTZGRAFF YORKTOWNE OR VILLAGE
Rog. 9.99
Choose now from these two famous patterns that set a
beautiful table.
Oval platter, reg. 13.00 now 7.641
Vegetable, reg. 10.00 now 7.118
CHINA

40°/o Off

Aii

20 PC. STONEWARE SERVICE FOR 4
Several patterns to choose from in this lovely stoneware dinnerware. All oven-to-table-to-dishwasher
safe. Matching completers, 15.99
CHINA

ENTIRE STOCK JOHNSON BROS.
IRONSTONE REG. $14.90-23-20
Choose from Regency, Heritage, Friendly Village
(shown) patterns in this famous dinnerware Shop
now and take advantage of this great sale'
CHINA
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50% Off
ONEIDA 5-PC. PLACE SETTINGS
Reg. 17.25.42.50
Choose from many patterns in this famous Oneida
flatware. Fill in your pattern or start a new set at this
great 40% OFF!
CHINA
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50 PC. STAINLESS-SERVICE FOR S
Now is the time to buy this handsome stianless
flatware in choice of patterns. Set includes, 6-5 pc.,
place settings, 8 tea spoons, 1 sugar spoon, 1 butter
knife.
CHINA

GLASSWARE MONOGRAMMED FREE
A great gift idea! Handsome glassware engraved free
with the letter of your choice Double old fashion, hiball and coolers.
GIFTS
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1.99
SOLID BRASS CANDLESTICKS
A tiny price to pay for these attractive brass
candlesticks in 7 graduated sizes 3" to V tall
GIFTS
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ENTIRE STOCK BRASS CANDLESTICKS
Orig. 3.99-24.99
Save now on these gleaming brass candlesticks in 3"
size to 12" size/ These handsome candlesticks add
beauty to your home, are wonderful for gift giving!
GIFTS
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ORIENTAL TEMPLE JARS
Reg. to 14.99
Save on temple jars, ginger jars, candlestickS, nappy
and much, much more. Many patterns and styles to
choose.
25% Off All Other Oriental elftware Reg. 3.**4120
GIFTS
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ENTIRE STOCK BRASS GIFTS
Choose from animal figurines, paper weighis. book
ends and many more gleaming brass gifts
GIFTS
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ANY "CHRISTMAS SHOP" GIFT ITEM
Save now on our entire stock of Christmas shop gift
items during this great sale! Hurry in and buy from this
great selection!
GIFTS
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DECANTER IMPORTED FROM FRANCE
6 different styles to choose! Lovely imported crystal
decanters for yourself & for gifts,4„,....„4.--.....4„
CHINA
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16 PC. CLEAR DINNERWARE SET
Reg. 19.99. French clear dinnerware,in a 18 pc service
for 4. Tempered for extra durability
CHINA
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9.99

19.99

BOXED STEMWARE FROM FRANCE
3 sizes to choose from in this handsome boxed
stemware Take advantage of this low price and buy for
yourself and for gifts.
•
CHINA
•

5 PC. WINE SET IN 4 STYLES
An outstanding gift Stan outstanding price! 4
handsome styles to choose from. Set includes 4
goblets, 1 decanter.
CHINA
._
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what is fibredown?

fibre-down is
warmer than down
19.99
Twin, Wpiif 90.00
FIBRE DOWN COMFORTER
BY WHMNG
Tested to be warmer than down. 100% cotton
covered comforter that's so very warm on
those cold winter nights. Filled with 10% down/
90% polyester. Available in blue or bone
contrast piping.
Full, if perf. 80.00
Queen, if perf. 110.00
Kifi'g, If pert. 130.00
LINENS

PLUMP POLYESTER PILLOWS - SAVE 35% TO 58%!

24.99
34.99
44.99

KING, rig. 20.00

QUEEN, reg. 17.00

STANDARD, reg. 14.00
you
you
you
you

buy 1 for 8.99
buy 2 for 19.98
buy 3 for 20.97
buy 4 for 23.96

save 5.01
save 12.02
save 21.03
save 32.04

buy 1 for 10.99
buy 2 for 19.98
buy 3 for 26.97
buy 4 for 31.96

you
you
you
you

save
save
save
save

6.01
7.03
24.03
36.04

buy 1 for 12.99
buy 2 for 23.98
buy 3 for 32.97
buy 4 for 39.96

you lave 7.01
you save 16.02
you save 27.03
you save 40.04

_Af
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100% COTTON
"BELLE-AIR"
THERMAL BLANKET

FLANNEL EXTRA WARM
FLAT OR FITTED SHEETS
12.99
Twin, reg. 15.00
14.99
Full, reg. 18.00
19.99
Queen, reg. 24.0
Sleep in comfort in these quality cotton
flannel sheets. Softly napped for extra
warmth and comfort. White, bone and
pin - stripe design. Louisville stores

Twin/full, 72x90", reg. 14.99 ....12.99
Queen/king, 102x90", reg. 19.99 16.99
Save on these thermal blankets that are
warm in the winter, cool in the summer
Machine wash and dry, pre-shrunk
White or beige.
LINENS

GUILT AROUND
MATTRESS PADS
Reupholster your mattress or box
springs with this 100% polyester
mattress pad. Machine wash & tumble
dry.
Twin, reg. 11.99
12.99
Full, reg. 14.99
14.99
Queen, reg. 17.99
18.99
King, reg. 21.99
LINENS

LINENS
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NORTHERN ELECTRIC
ELECTRIC BLANKET
WITH 2 YEAR WARRANTY
Save now on this popular electric
blanket to keep you toasty warm on the
coldest of nights. Champagne or light
blue.
Twin, single control, reg. 37.99 .32.99
Full, single control, reg. 39.99 ..36.99
Full, dual control, reg. 49.99 ....44.99
Queen, dual control, reg. 57.99 .54.99
King, dual control, reg. 84.99 ...79.99
LINENS

1.99 Standard, Ong. $15
QUALLOFILlt, THE
LUXURY PILLOW
Save now on this Dacron polyester
pillow that feels like down. Hygenic
and non-allergenic. Machine washable
& dryable.
14.99
Queen, orig. mop
17.99
King, orig. 22.00
LINENS
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SUPREME WRAP WITH
3 YEAR WARRANTY
Save on the wrap quilted mattress pad
or box spring cover in 50% cotton/
50% polyester top and sides.
14.99
Twin, reg. 17.99
18.99
Full, reg. 21.99
21.99
Queen, reg. 24.99
25.99
King, reg. 29.99
LINENS

OgC
41i
t

4 47.
1

TWIN, FULL OR QUEEN
COMFORTER SPECIAL

24.99

Values to $70
Choose from a wide assortment of first
quality comforters. All at one low price.
Select from both solid colors and
prints.
LINENS

9.99

Any Wzi
STANDARD, QUEEN OR KING
FEATHER PILLOWS
Save now on these classic goose
feather pillows with feather-proof
ticking in assorted prints.
LINENS

V

-110-off

ANYGAIIMENT BAG
SAVE UP TO 50%!
REG. $19.99 TO $85.00

Choose from a wide assortment of garment
bags that travel with ease. Most feature
extra zip pockets and many have easy to
carry shoulder straps. Not all styles at all
stores.

SAVE 50%
EXPANDING TOTE

8.99

BRASS TABLE
LAMPS
Reg. 49.99
Choose from 5 beautiful
styles in gleaming brass
table lamps. All have
beige pleated shades, 3way lighting 30" to 32"
tall. Louisville only.
LAMPS

BRASS PHARMACY
FLOOR LAMPS
Reg. 49.99
Choose from 2 popular
styles in these gleaming
brass plate pharmacy
lamps. Tent and shell
styles, these lamps adjust
37" to 46". Louisville only.'
LAMPS
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ihe- Our Reg.89.88

For 8 Sole Price

Our Reg.36.88

t64.97..

37.97,

26.

AM/111.1/8-track Or Cassette
Original equipment styling. 2way balance, local/distance.
, , ,

3-way 3peakers Sale
5/
1
4-in. rbund or 6x9-in. 20-oz.

Choice Of
0357 CO'
or #766 air

Thank You For Shopping At K mart

ill

Our Reg. '13.96
2-In-1 Tuxedo-look Slipon
Looks like a sweater topping
a tuxedo-front shirt! Acrylic,
satin tie; other styles. Save.

4

Our Reg.
18.97
Men's Pullover Sweaters
Shetland wool blend: striped acrylic
Not Shown: Our Reg. 14.97, Men's
Jacquard Ski Sweater,
$11

2

Pr.$
For
Our 1.97
Space-dyed Campus Hose
Colorful knee highs in Orion®
acrylic/stretch nylon/polyester; girls' 8-9/
1
2, misses' 9-11.

Pr.
Our Reg. 1.38
"Corduroy" Campus Hose
Rib-knit Orlon* Acrylic/nylon: girls' 7-81h; misses' 9-11.
.Pori.Rog. • .

Sale Price
No Nonsense® Panty Nose
',
. Nylon hose, cotton panel, plus

1
4
1
TEXAS
STEER

„.4•
'
0

$10

Pr.
Our Reg.
17.97
Boys Versatile Pull-on Boots
Classic-styled leather-look boots with Kisy-on pull tabs, black stitching. Frerich
corded topline, lined shaft Full sizes 10-3.

Pr.
Our Reg.
17.97
Olds'Side-zip Fashion Boots
Durable leather-look boots with self
strap, pocket; gilt buckle, nylon zipper,
tricot lining, ribbed outsoles. Full sizes 9-4.

29.90

Pr.
Our Reg.
39.97
Men's Leather Pull-on Boots
Quality-crafted 12" genuine full-grained
glove
(il leather boots with leather pull tabs,
Goodyear® welt, steel shank, Men's sizes

2A(2. 3)

w•
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10.96

Tyke Bike For Kids On The Go
Great first bike for ages 11
/
2-31h.
Chrome-plated handlebars, soft
plastic grips, spiffy streamers!

8

.96 liat/tory nof included

Electronic Musical Telephone
Delightful play phone with 12-note
keyboard, flip-open cover, playby-color songbook. Ages 3-8.

39.96

Our Reg.
54.88
6½ Artificial Balsam Pine
Celebrate the holidays around a
beautiful balsam pine Christmas
tree. Outswept branches, 158 tips.

69.88Wr

.

6/
1
2-foot Rhine Pine Tree
Artificial soft-needle Christmas
tree with 1513 tips for full holiday
splendor. Priced r ht at K mart•I

In Carton

Pa-PLAT'
TA Sit

srr-N

DRIVE

KettIt*
Blocks Or Uncoin Loge
Set of 49 colorful blocks in 7
shapes. or Lincoln Logs* with

Your
•
Choice
'11tH Play" Or Sit'N Driven
'
Plastic play table for artists ages
2-6: dashboard with horn, mirror,
for car buffs ages 1-3. At savingsl

• s favorite whoduni
3-6 players track down
Niles 8 to ("chit. At

Ages
Adult

6.86muff 7.96 mlaR .96
Doggie Hidden Word Game
Challenging game for any number
of players, ages 8 to adult With
shaker dome, letter cubes. timer.

Payday"Or Mad* Magazin* Game
Try Payday'"funny money game-, or
move backward around board, lose
all your money to win Mod° gam&

9Our
.96Reg
Heavy-defy4-leg Tree Stand
Deluxe stand with heavy-duty dimensions. Will hold a heavy tree
with 5" trunk Leg-locking ring

•96

Our Reg.
5.93
50Clear Or Coto( Lights
Choose clear or multicolor set of
50 bright bulbs with -starburst"
reflectors indoors or out Savel
7- 102)

Sale
Starts
ed., Ends
Sat., Dec.4

C_opyright 1982 b K mart. Ccaporoffon

6.97
"Jelly Go Round"In Gift Basket
Flavorful preierveS, marmeticle,
cheese wedges,candy. In wicker basket.

r

Out
3A7
Of 20Christmas
Variety of embossed designs
with an elegant textured look.

*mai Blanket For AK Seasons
nit Ica% .cotton bitifiket fits

rosi

Our Reg.
48C Ea.
Rolls
1000"Cello Tape
/
1
2" wide, multipurpose clear
cello tape In handy

97

Solid choColate candy wr
faitar
isague
pod in c
-mow,

Your Choice
Our Reg.2.57
•
24b.• Candy in GM Tin
Tasty hard or filled candy in
reusable decorative tin. Save!

Our Reg.
1.88

24.97T054.97

Famous Name-brand Wristwatches For Men And Women
Our Reg. 29.97-69.97, Quartz analog or digital styles
with in goldtone or chrome Bands to match.
PeesMay Vary Depending On Lac:anon

22.88

keens* nco

FM Stereo Radio With Headset
Hi Stepper' FM/FM-stereo radio
has folding headset, pocket clip
Headset . 12.97
Muir)09-07

•

7-4659

29.9
AM/FM Clock Radio With Alarm
24-hr. wake-up system operates
music or alarm. Snooze. blue
read-out, built-in anternas, mpre.

2•

11.649

2.97

ilaneees nor
Inteeded

This Year Focus On Focal*
Tekttectro" 110 camera
has 13x- to 50x-rnagnificati
binoculars feature view-f

1,;;;V*
40050
1%1
0
I

Qu
ANI/Ptill Portable Radio
With lunIng Control. AC/battery
control. earphone. Built-in AM
° antenna, telescopic FM antema

../
-11111111:444"'.

5./1186.96

Our Reg.

14,97

Your
hoice
Handy "Quick-and-Easy"(Nue Kit Electric Household Appliances
•4-slice toaster with Bread Brain"'
For household cement, plastic,
wood, plastic aluminurn filler,
•Steam/dry iron with 49 vents
liquid Steel* filler, liquid solder
•Can opener/clock with lid grabber
4,41-12)

1.77

Baked Meatto Dinner
Deliciously satisfying meal with
whipped potatoes, tasty seasoned vegetable. roil 'n butter

74.87

Deluxe 12-speed klibtmosterT"
Versatile mixer with bowl tit
beaters, automatic bowl rotation
dough hooks for kneading bread

Your Choice

Our Reg.9.77
Mon's Warm Flannel Pajamas
Coat-style. cotton/polyester
flannel pajamas in prints.

4

Our Reg.5.48
Terry Shower Wrap For Men
Cotton/polyester Adjustable
waist, elastic back, pockets

Our 18.96-19.97
Robes In Men's, Misses' Sizes $
Luxurious robes in fashion colors.
Our 18.96, Full Figure, 38-44, $15

Our Reg. 13.96
Girls' Fleecy Robes Of F
Cuddly Celanese® Fortrel®
ter fleece. Many styles, color

•Arnel a Re.g. TM Cl FibeK inckistrtet
a suboidiary d Ceianese Comoranon

^Fortrel Is a traciernork of Fiber inclustain.r.
subsidiary of CisianoserCorporation

2
.
44srarsR

.3.22

1
,
22Our 1.57-1.77
Our Reg.6.96
GPIrls' Dorm Shirts Of Fortree
Celanese. Fortrel° polyester in
terrific colors. 4-14. Save nowl

Fine Fashion liras, Briefs
Bras In easy-care fabrics. 32836C. Nylon briefs In color choice

25%
Panels,Shower
Panels In choice of to
54- window curtains

6
Robes Of FortreP
-*se* Fortret* polyesDny styles, colors 4-14.
kc Fiber Industibra,Inc_. a

erCotporatbon

$8Your Choice
Our 10.47-10.57
Footed sleepers for Girls
Blanker or stretch- sleepers
with non-skid soled feet. Save.

$8

Our Reg.
11.96
Misses Stretch Sleepers
Zip-front, footed pajamas of
cotton/stretch nylon terry.

$5Our

Reg.

5.97
Infants'Sloopors
1-pc. blanket sleeper. 0-6, 6-12 mos.
Mixtrallsa

•

howsr Curtains Or Curtains For Ballroom Windows
hoice of fabrics, sizes or colors. 6x6" or 70x72" shower or
DW curtains of vinyl or fabric in solid colors or prints

$117

8.88
Ea.
Toddlers'Sleepers
Celanese F-ortrel*
polyester.sizes 1-4.

Mar Mat

Our
$8Reg.
9.97
Childron's Stormer,
1-pc., Celanese*
Fortrel• polyester.
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7Reg.16.57
50x45"Pair
No-iron'middling Drawn
Bath Towisi Of Vei011,Terry
Washable cotton/polyester/
Soft, absorbent cotton/
rayon,acrylic foam backing.
polyester in luxurious colors.

8-pc. Macs,Maf/Mqpidn fief
13x18/
1
2" place matt 16x16"
napkin*.4 each.Poly/ cotton.
45 5(3-3. 1-IQ

$10

Our $6 Our
11.947.9412.97
8.94
Maternity Tops
Maternity Pants
Dainty accents,
Comfortable wocolors.
Polyesven polyester, in
ter/cotton, more.
block and colors.

.50 $7

Girls' Fashion Top
Our 6.96 Dolman
sleeves, more; polyester/cotton. 7-14.

Our Reg.
9.96
Girls' Denim Jeans
Cotton or polyester/
cotton/rayon: 7-14.
Our 8.57,Sizes 4-6X,$6

6.44 $10
Our
7.969.96

Men's Flannel Shirts
Western style or mediumweight flannel; pockets.
Cotton; colorful • aids.

Our Reg.
12.97
Men's Challenger Jeans
Western-styled; cotton/Celanese® Fortrel®- polyester. 5
•
• kets. men's sizes. Save.
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Our t3.96-14.96

Our 15.96-16.96

$12 $13
Misses' Blouses
Pretty styles, like
this polyester with
pleats, tie. Colors.

7.47

Ow
9.9710.97
Gloves
Smart Leather
Men's women's styles
Our Reg. 7.97, Lined
Suede Gloves,... 5.47

Our
2.883.48
Children's Knit Hats
Many tun styles in cozy acrylic knit; some
with puppet Colors

Chalizmiar
FORTREL

Fashion Trousers
Belted, yoked styles;
polyester/rayon, polyester. Sizes 5/6-15/16.

•
Fashion Handbags
Cafa or nylon in varied styles; compartments, pockets, more

Our
6.977.97
Ea.

Our Reg
12.97
Infants' Panne Dresses
Soft and sweet, with lacy
trims. Celanese® Arnel®
triacetate/nylon; 9-18 mos.

1

Our Reg
14.97
Toddler Panne Dresses
Holiday colors, dainty
trims. Celanese® Amer"
triacetate/nylon, 2-4.
30-3,7 6

